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Anastasovska V, Kocova M. Genotype-phenotype
correlation in CAH patients with severe CYP21A2 point
mutations in the Republic of Macedonia. J Pediatr
Endocrinol Metab. 2010 Sep;23(9):921-6.

University Children’s Clinic, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.

Steroid 21-hydroxylase deficiency is a most frequent cause of
congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), due to mutations in the
CYP21A2 gene. Approximately 75% of patients with classical

form of CAH have severe impairment of 21-hydroxylase
activity.METHODS: We have performed direct molecular
diagnosis of the nine common CYP21A2 point mutations in 24
Macedonian CAH patients from 20 unrelated families, using
differential PCR and ACRS. RESULTS: Five of the analysed
mutations were detected in 23 patients: 15 patients were
homozygous for one mutation, four patients were compound
heterozygotes and four patients were heterozygotes. The most
common was IVS2-13A/C mutation found in 60.4% of the
alleles, followed by Q318X (22.9%), R356W (4.2%), V281L
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(2.1%) and P30L (2.1%). The concordance of genotype to
phenotype in the patients was 83.3% with complete concordance
in the genotypes predicting the SW and SV phenotype.
CONCLUSION: The distribution of the detected mutations in
the Macedonian CAH patients was similar with those described
in other European populations. The genotype-phenotype
correlation observed in our patients strengthens the fact that
the genotype cannot be completely predictive of phenotype.
PMID: 21175091

Antevski B, Jovkovski O, Filipovski V, Banev S. Extreme
gigantomastia in pregnancy: case report-my experience
with two cases in last 5 years. Arch Gynecol Obstet. 2011
Sep;284(3):575-8. Epub 2010 Oct 27.

Clinic for Thoracic and Vascular Surgery, Clinical Center,
University of “Ss. Cyrill and Methodiuos” Skopje, “Vodnjanska
bb”, 1000, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia,
borceantevski@yahoo.com.

We present an extreme case of gigantomastia in pregnancy
during the second gemelar pregnancy of a 30-year-old woman.
Her first pregnancy was 8 years ago, was also gemelar and she
delivered with caesarean section. From the beginning of her
current pregnancy, the patient noted steady growth of both of
her breasts that reached enormous dimensions at the end of
the pregnancy. This kind of breast changes did not occur
during her first pregnancy. The patient also suffered from
myasthenia gravis that was in remission during this pregnancy,
without any therapy. The patient was in the 38 weeks of
gestation, and a delivery with caesarean section was performed
in line with the reduction of her breasts. The main reasons that
led me to perform these two interventions as one act were the
fact that puerperal mastitis could develop on these enormous
breasts, further the small regression of these huge breasts
during the bromocriptine treatment, as well as the intention to
avoid other operative traumas, considering possibility of
exacerbation of myasthenia gravis. I had already performed
bilateral reduction mammaplasty with free areola-nipple graft,
when a tissue with total weight of 20 kg (2 × 10 kg) was
removed. The patient had an excellent post-operation recovery
course. PMID: 20978777

Arsova-Sarafinovska Z, Eken A, Matevska N, Erdem O,
Sayal A, Savaser A, Banev S, Petrovski D, Dzikova S,
Georgiev V, Sikole A, Ozgök Y, Suturkova L, Dimovski AJ,
Aydin A. Increased oxidative/nitrosative stress and
decreased antioxidant enzyme activities in prostate cancer.
Clin Biochem. 2009 Aug;42(12):1228-35. Epub 2009 May
22.

Republic Institute for Health Protection, Department of Drug
Quality Control, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.

OBJECTIVES: The study was aimed to evaluate the oxidative/
nitrosative stress status in prostate cancer (CaP) and benign
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). DESIGN AND METHODS: 312
men from two different populations were included: 163 men

from Macedonia (73 CaP patients, 67 BPH patients and 23
control subjects) and 149 men from Turkey (34 prostate cancer
patients, 100 BPH patients and 15 control subjects). We
measured erythrocyte malondialdehyde (MDA) levels,
erythrocyte activities of superoxide dismutase (CuZn-SOD),
glutathione peroxidase (GPX) and catalase (CAT); plasma
nitrite/nitrate (NO(2)(-)/NO(3)(-)), cGMP and 8-hydroxy-2'-
deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) levels. RESULTS: A similar pattern
of alteration in the oxidative/nitrosative stress-related
parameters was found in both, Macedonian and Turkish studied
samples: higher MDA concentrations with lower GPX and
CuZn-SOD activities in CaP patients versus controls and BPH
groups. The CAT activity was decreased in the CaP patients
versus controls in the Turkish studied sample. Furthermore,
CaP patients had increased plasma NO(2)(-)/NO(3)(-) and
cGMP levels versus controls and BPH groups in both studied
samples. CONCLUSIONS: This study has confirmed an
imbalance in the oxidative stress/antioxidant status and revealed
an altered nitrosative status in prostate cancer patients. PMID:
19465015

Arsova-Sarafinovska Z, Matevska N, Eken A, Petrovski D,
Banev S, Dzikova S, Georgiev V, Sikole A, Erdem O, Sayal
A, Aydin A, Dimovski AJ.Glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPX1)
genetic polymorphism, erythrocyte GPX activity, and
prostate cancer risk. Int Urol Nephrol. 2009;41(1):63-70.
Epub 2008 Jun 19.

Department of Drug Quality Control, Republic Institute for
Health Protection, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.

Glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPX1) is a ubiquitously expressed
selenium-dependent enzyme that protects cells against
oxidative damage by reducing hydrogen peroxide and a wide
range of organic peroxides. Some epidemiological studies
have correlated low GPX activity or particular GPX1
polymorphisms with enhanced risk of cancer, although these
correlations have not been consistently observed in all
populations. Therefore, we conducted the present study to
evaluate the possible association of GPX1 Pro198Leu
polymorphism and erythrocyte GPX activity with the risk of
developing prostate cancer and to clarify whether erythrocyte
GPX activity levels were correlated with the GPX1 Pro198Leu
genotype in the Macedonian population. The GPX1 Pro198Leu
genotype was determined in 82 prostate cancer cases and 123
control individuals. We found an overall protective effect of the
variant Leu allele of the GPX1 polymorphism on the prostate
cancer risk. Heterozygous carriers of the variant Leu allele had
a significantly lower risk of prostate cancer compared with
homozygous wild-type individuals (OR, 0.38; 95% CI, 0.20-
0.75; P = 0.004). Erythrocyte GPX activity was analyzed in 73
cases and 91 controls. The erythrocyte GPX activity in the
cancer group was lower than in the  healthy controls. Additionally,
we compared the erythrocyte GPX activity in the control group
of 90 subjects and found no significant differences by genotype.
These findings suggest that individual susceptibility of prostate
cancer may be modulated by GPX1 polymorphism and that the
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combination of genetic factors involved in oxidative response
with environmental carcinogens may play an important role in
prostate carcinogenesis. PMID: 18563616

Balabanova B, Stafilov T, Baceva K, Sajn R. Biomonitoring
of atmospheric pollution with heavy metals in the copper
mine vicinity located near Radovis, Republic of Macedonia.
J Environ Sci Health A Tox Hazard Subst Environ Eng.
2010 Oct;45(12):1504-18.

Faculty of Agriculture, Goce Delcev University, Stip, Macedonia.

This investigation was undertaken to determine the atmospheric
pollution with heavy metals due to copper mining Bucim near
Radovis, the Republic of Macedonia.  Moss samples
(Hyloconium splendens and Pleurozium schrebery) were used
for biomonitoring the possible atmospheric pollution with heavy
metals in mine vicinity. Sixteen elements (Al, As, Ba, Ca, Cd,
Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Na, Ni, Pb, Sr, and Zn) were analysed
by application of flame and electrothermal atomic absorption
spectrometry (FAAS and ETAAS) and atomic emission
spectrometry with inductively coupled plasma (ICP-AES). The
obtained values were statistically processed using
nonparametric and parametric analysis. The median value for
copper obtained from moss samples (10 mg kg(-1)) was much
lower compared with the same values for the whole territory of
the Republic of Macedonia (22 mg kg(-1)). The range of values
(2.1-198 mg kg(-1)) shows much higher content of this element
in the samples taken from the study area compared to the
appropriate values for the whole territory of Macedonia. The
association of elements As, Cd, Cu, Fe, Pb, and Zn was singled
out by factor analysis as a characteristic anthropogenic group
of elements. Maps of area deposition were made for this group
of elements, wherefrom correlation of these anthropogenic
born elements was confirmed. PMID: 20700850

Balabanova B, Stafilov T, Sajn R, Baèeva K. Distribution of
chemical elements in attic dust as reflection of their
geogenic and anthropogenic sources in the vicinity of the
copper mine and flotation plant. Arch Environ Contam
Toxicol. 2011 Aug;61(2):173-84. Epub 2010 Sep 22.

Faculty of Agriculture, Goce Delèev University, P.O. Box 201,
2000, Štip, Macedonia.

The main aim of this article was to assess the atmospheric
pollution with heavy metals due to copper mining Buèim near
Radoviš, the Republic of Macedonia. The open pit and mine
waste and flotation tailings are continually exposed to open air,
which leads to winds carrying the fine particles into the
atmosphere. Samples of attic dust were examined as historical
archives of mine emissions, with the aim of elucidating the
pathways of pollution. Dust was collected from the attics of 29
houses, built between 1920 and 1970. Nineteen elements (Ag,
Al, As, Ba, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Li, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Pb,
Sr, and Zn) were analyzed by atomic emission spectrometry

with inductively coupled plasma. The obtained values of the
investigated elements in attic dust samples were statistically
processed using nonparametric and parametric analysis. Factor
analysis revealed three factors governing the source of individual
chemical elements. Two of them grouping Ca, Li, Mg, Mn, and
Sr (Factor 1) and Co, Cr, and Ni (Factor 2) can be characterized
as geogenic. The third factor grouping As, Cu, and Pb is
anthropogenic and mirrors dust fallout from mining operation
and from flotation tailings. Maps of areal deposition were
prepared for this group of elements, from which correlation of
these anthropogenic born elements was confirmed. PMID:
20859621

Belostotsky V, Veljanovska L, Hristov N, Mitrev Z. Dual left
anterior descending artery distribution. Interact Cardiovasc
Thorac Surg. 2010 Apr;10(4):648-9. Epub 2010 Jan 15.

Special Hospital for Surgery, PZU Filip Vtori, Skopje, Macedonia.

Dual left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery with
distribution of the vessels from the left main coronary artery and
the right aortic sinus of Valsalva is a rare coronary anomaly.
Here, we report such a rare anomaly in a young female with
anterior wall myocardial infarction and stenting of the ‘short’
LAD coronary artery, which was subsequently confirmed in the
operating room and by multi-slice cardiac computerized
tomography after surgery. PMID: 20080532

Bosevski M, Borozanov V, Tosev S, Peovska I, Meskovska-
Bongard S, Georgievska-Ismail L. Predictors for peripheral
and carotid revascularization in a population-based cohort
with type 2 diabetes. Angiology. 2009 Feb-Mar;60(1):46-9.
Epub 2008 May 28.

Angiology Division, University Institute for Heart Disease,
Vodnjanska 17, Skopje, Macedonia.
marijanbosevski@yahoo.com

The study was aimed to define the predictors for peripheral and
carotid revascularization in type 2 diabetic population. In all,
279 patients with type 2 diabetes and peripheral arterial disease
were enrolled in a cohort longitudinal study. Study population
was followed up for 24 months for the need and performance
of peripheral or carotid revascularization. Logistic regression
analysis was conducted to identify variables predictive of
revascularization, when lipid plasma levels, glycemia, arterial
hypertension, blood pressures, ankle-brachial index, intima-
media thickness, body mass index, waist circumference, and
hip distances were put in a model. Total cholesterol and
maximal value of carotid intima-media thickness were presented
as factors that independently influenced the performed
peripheral revascularization. Waist circumference is defined
as independent factor associated with carotid endarterectomy.
Measurement of carotid intima-media thickness, waist
circumference, and plasma lipid levels in type 2 diabetes with
manifested peripheral and carotid arterial disease should be
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recommended in a manner of proper risk stratification of this
population. PMID: 18508848

Bosevski M, Georgievska-Ismail L. Ultrasound
measurement of peripheral endothelial dysfunction in
type 2 diabetic patients: correlation with risk factors. Bosn
J Basic Med Sci. 2010 May;10(2):84-8.

Faculty of Medicine, Skopje, University Clinic of Cardiology,
Vodnjanska bb, Skopje, Macedonia.

The purpose of the study was to assess the endothelial
dysfunction (ED) in type 2 diabetic patients ultrasonographically
and estimate the correlation of ED with glycemia and other
cardio-metabolic risk factors. 171 patient (age 60.0 + 8.5 years)
with diagnosed type 2 diabetes and coronary artery disease
(CAD) were randomly included in a cross sectional study. B-
mode ultrasound system with a linear transducer of 7.5 MHz
was used for evaluation of flow-mediated vasodilation in brachial
artery (FMV). FMV was presented as a change of brachial
artery diameter at rest and after limb ischemia, previously
provoked by cuff inflation. Peripheral ED was found in 77.2%
(132 patients). Multivariate logistic regression model defined:
age (OR 1.071, 95% CI 1.003 1,143) and plasma cholesterol
(OR 4.083 95% CI 1.080 17,017) as determinants for ED.
Linear multivariate analysis presented duration of diabetes
(Beta 0.173, Sig 0.024), and glycemia (Beta 0.132, Sig 0.044)
to be associated independently with FMV value. Estimated
factors influencing FMV, might be potential therapeutic targets
for presented endothelial dysfunction in type 2 diabetic patients
with coronary artery disease. PMID: 20507285

Bosevski M, Pemovska G, Bosevska G, Georgievska-
Ismail L. Clinical role of estimation metabolic syndrome’s
components in type 2 diabetic population with symptomatic
coronary artery disease—a comparison of two criteria.
Med Arh. 2010;64(3):144-6.

Faculty of Medicine Skopje, University Cardiology Clinic, Skopje,
Macedonia. marijanbosevski@yahoo.com

Objective of our study was to estimate the metabolic syndrome
(MSy)’ components in type 2 diabetic subjects (T2D) with
symptomatic coronary artery disease (CAD): arterial
hypertension, waist circumference, triglyceridemia and plasma
level of HDL, in order to define their clinical role in angina
severity status. Second objective was to compare Adult
Treatment Panel (ATP III) and International Diabetes Federation
(IDF) criteria in testing of association MSy with current coronary
status of population. Three hundred and twenty seven pts with
T2D and manifested CAD were randomly included in a survey.
Angina severity was assessed with the Canadian Cardiovascular
Society (CCS). Data relieved MSyand its components, defined
by ATP III, with predictive role for advanced angina stages.
Presence of MSy is predictive for CCS3 angina severity (OR
9,93, 95% CI 0,78-126,28). Increased waist is a predictor for

CCS3 (OR 1,22, 95% CI 0,27-5,46) and CCS4 symptoms
onset (OR 1,55, 95% CI 0,36-6,73). CCS4 severity symptom is
independently associated with arterial hypertension (OR 3,72,
95% CI 1,03-13,40) and hypertriglyceridemia (OR 1,72, 95%
CI 0,42- 7,00). MSy components: increased waist, arterial
hypertension and hypertriglyceridemia have been found
predictive for angina CCS4 stage in T2D subjects, when IDF
criteria were used. These findings raise the question of
importance of metabolic syndrome and its individual
constellations in T2D subjects with CAD. Results indicate that
both criteria ATP III and IDF are reliable to define MSy in
predictive model for coronary clinical status in T2D population.
PMID: 20645505

Bosevski M, Peovska I. Non-invasive imaging of diabetic
vascular disease. Nucl Med Rev Cent East Eur.
2010;13(1):39-47.

University Clinic of Cardiology, Medical Faculty, Skopje,
Macedonia. marijanbosevski@yahoo.com

A high proportion of diabetic subjects are referred with
atherosclerotic disease and higher risk for cardiovascular
events. Rapid expansion of the use of non-invasive coronary
and peripheral arteries imaging, facilitated by technological
advances, have found diagnostic and prognostic roles in this
population. This review, which includes important and actual
works, guidelines, and algorithms on cardiovascular disease in
the diabetic population, indicates mandatory screening for
arterial disease in these patients in light of their appropriate
management. PMID: 21154315

Bosilkovski M, Dimzova M, Grozdanovski K. Natural history
of brucellosis in an endemic region in different time
periods. Acta Clin Croat. 2009 Mar;48(1):41-6.

University Department of Infectious Diseases and Febrile
Conditions, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
milebos@yahoo.com

The aim of the study was to determine the evolution and
outcome of human brucellosis in an endemic region in relation
to time interval. Retrospective analysis was employed to
compare demographic, epidemiological, clinical, laboratory
features and the outcome of patients with brucellosis, treated
at University Department of Infectious Diseases in Skopje
during two different periods of time. A series of 159 patients
were studied in the first (1990-1991) and 138 in the second
(2003-2005) study period. Patients treated in the second
period were older (34.6+/-20.9 vs. 30.0+/-17.7 years; P=0.041)
and acquired brucellosis less frequently on ingestion of
incriminated food (34.8% vs. 47.2%; P=0.031). Focal forms
were more evident in the second period (66.7% vs. 50.3%;
P=0.004), mainly due to osteoarticular localization. Post-
treatment follow up was more efficient in the second group
(76.1% vs. 61%; P=0.005). There was no difference according
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to disease outcome in spite of different therapeutic trials during
the two study periods. In conclusion, the established differences
showed an improvement in the understanding of the disease by
the general population as well as upgrading of some aspects
considering medical activities. Nevertheless, this endemic
region still lacks the most important measure, i.e. development
and implementation of an appropriate national program for
efficient control of the disease. PMID: 19623871

Bosilkovski M, Katerina S, Zaklina S, Ivan V. The role of
Brucellacapt test for follow-up patients with brucellosis.
Comp Immunol Microbiol Infect Dis. 2010 Sep;33(5):435-
42. Epub 2009 Jul 21.

Clinic for Infectious Diseases and Febrile Conditions, ul
Vodnjanska br., 17 1000 Skopje, Macedonia.
milebos@yahoo.com

The dynamic of Brucellacapt titers was evaluated in 104
patients with brucellosis with favorable outcome and in 28
patients with persistent illness duration, during the follow-up
period of 15 months. In patients with favorable outcome, a
permanently decreasing tendency of Brucellacapt titers was
evident. Titers< or =1/320 were noted in 27% and 90% of the
patients, at the end of the 4th and 15th month, respectively. In
patients with persistent disease, persistence or slow titre
regression during the entire follow-up period was evident. Four
and 15 months of the treatment, titers of 1/320 were registered
in 4%, and 14%, respectively, and in no one less than 1/320.
The evaluation of Brucellacapt titres between recovered and
patients with persistent illness showed significant difference at
the 3rd month after beginning of treatment. The evolution of
Brucellacapt titers over time proves to be a handy indicator of
brucellosis activity when combined with clinical parameters.
PMID: 19625085

Bosilkovski M, Krteva L, Dimzova M, Vidinic I, Sopova Z,
Spasovska K. Human brucellosis in Macedonia - 10 years
of clinical experience in endemic region. Croat Med J. 2010
Aug;51(4):327-36.

University Clinic for Infectious Diseases and Febrile Conditions,
Skopje, Republic of Macedonia. milebos@yahoo.com

AIM: To present our 10-year clinical experience with brucellosis
patients at the University Clinic for Infectious Diseases and
Febrile Conditions in Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
METHODS: A total of 550 patients with brucellosis treated
between 1998 and 2007 were retrospectively assessed for
their demographic, epidemiological, and clinical characteristics
and outcomes. RESULTS: Of the 550 patients, 395 (72%)
were male. The median age was 34.5 years (range, 1-82).
Direct contact with infected animals was recorded in 333 (61%)
patients and positive family history in 310 (56%). The most
frequently seen symptoms were arthralgia (438, 80%), fever
(419, 76%), and sweating (394, 72%). The most common signs

were fever and hepatomegaly, which were verified in 357
(65%) and 273 (50%) patients, respectively. Focal brucellosis
was found in 362 patients (66%) and osteoarticular in 299
(54%). Therapeutic failures were registered in 37 (6.7%)
patients. Of the 453 (82%) patients who completed a follow-up
period of at least 6 months, relapses occurred in 60 (13%).
CONCLUSION: Due to non-specific clinical manifestation and
laboratory parameters, brucellosis should be considered one
of the differential diagnoses of any patient suffering from
obscure involvement of various organs in a brucellosis-endemic
region. High percentage of relapses and therapeutic failures in
spite of the use of currently recommended therapeutic regimens
indicates the seriousness of this zoonosis and the need to
control it. PMCID: PMC2931438; PMID: 20718086

Breuzovska K, Dimitrovska A, Kitanovski Z, Petrusevska
J, Ribarska JT, Jolevska ST. Development of an ion-pair
reversed-phase HPLC method with indirect UV detection
for determination of phosphates and phosphites as
impurities in sodium risedronate. J AOAC Int. 2010 Jul-
Aug;93(4):1113-20.

University Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Center for Drug Quality
Control, Faculty of Pharmacy, Vodnjanska 17, Skopje,
Macedonia. kami@ff.ukim.edu.mk

A method based on RP-HPLC with indirect UV detection was
developed for the determination of phosphates and phosphites
as impurities in sodium risedronate. RP separation of the
phosphates and phosphites was achieved by adding
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide as an ion-pairing agent in the
mobile phase. Potassium hydrogen phthalate was added to the
mobile phase as an ionic chromophore in order to obtain high
background absorption of the mobile phase. Separation was
performed on a C18 column using a mixture of pH 8.2 buffer
(containing 0.5 mM tetrabutylammonium hydroxide and 1 mM
phthalate) and acetonitrile (95 + 5, v/v) as the mobile phase,
with indirect UV detection at 248 nm. The validation of the
method included determination of specificity/selectivity, linearity,
LOD, LOQ, accuracy, precision, and robustness. The LOD was
0.86 microg/mL for phosphates and 0.76 microg/mL for
phosphites. The LOQ was 2.60 microg/mL for phosphates and
2.29 microg/mL for phosphites. The developed method is
suitable for quantitative determination of phosphates and
phosphites as impurities in QC of sodium risedronate. PMID:
20922941

Chibisev A. Post-corrosive late complications in esophagus
and stomach—role of the esophageal rest. Med Arh.
2010;64(6):320-3.

University Clinic for Toxicology, Clinical Centre, Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. toksikourgentna@gmail.com

Acute corrosive poisonings cause severe chemical injuries of
the upper gastrointestinal tract, the most common location
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being the esophagus and the stomach. There are different
opinions concerning the question of taking food and liquids by
mouth immediately after caustic ingestion. This prospective
study comprised 146 patients aged between 14 and 75 years
divided in two groups. In the examined group prevailed those
with esophagitis gr.IIb (n = 36; 54,54%), esophagitis gr.III ( n =
30; 45,45%), gastritis gr. IIb (n = 42, 63,63%) and gastritis III (n
= 24; 36,36%). In the controlled group prevailed those with
esophagitis gr III (n = 52; 65%) and esophagitis gr IIb (n= 28;
35%), gastritis gr. IIb( n = 55; 68, 75%)and gastritis gr III (n =
25; 31,25%). Analysis of the results has shown a high percentage
of esophageal stenosis in both groups 25 days after poisoning
(31.82% v.s 43.75%), three and six months after poisoning
(36.36% v.s. 52.50%) and also gastric injuries 25 days after the
poisoning (37,88% v.s. 46,25%), three and six months after the
poisoning (40,91% v.s 53,75%) In spite of the not significant
difference, the results of our investigation have shown that the
group with “esophageal rest” (NPO) had a smaller percentage
of post-corrosive complications than the patients who were
given food or liquids immediately after poisoning. PMID:
21218746

Crcarevska MS, Dodov MG, Petrusevska G, Gjorgoski I,
Goracinova K. Bioefficacy of budesonide loaded
crosslinked polyelectrolyte microparticles in rat model of
induced colitis. J Drug Target. 2009 Dec;17(10):788-802.

Institute of Pharmaceutical Technology, Faculty of Pharmacy,
Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje, Macedonia.
msimonoska@ff.ukim.edu.mk

A targeted delivery system for inflammatory bowel diseases,
chitosan-Ca-alginate microparticles efficiently loaded with
budesonide (BDS), were designed using one-step spray-drying
process. They were eudragit-coated and examined for in vivo
efficacy. Experimental colitis was induced by rectal instillation
of 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulphonic acid (TNBS) into male Wistar
rats. Drugs were administered by oral gavage daily for 5 days.
Colon/body weight ratio, gross morphological and histological
evaluation, and clinical activity score were determined as
inflammatory indices. Individual clinical and histological
evaluation showed that colitis severity was suppressed the
most greatly in order BDS < BDS/C-Ca-A < E-BDS/C-Ca-A.
Clinical activity score decreased in the same order. Statistical
analyses of total score points indicate that the incorporation of
BDS in microparticles had significant differences in favor of
efficacy of designed delivery system with mucoadhesive and
controlled release properties (one-way ANOVA, P < 0.05). The
results established the prediction by previous in vitro studies.
PMID: 19938950

Crcarevska MS, Dodov MG, Petrusevska G, Gjorgoski I,
Goracinova K. Bioefficacy of budesonide loaded
crosslinked polyeletrolyte microparticles in rat model of
induced colitis. J Drug Target. 2009 Aug 4. [Epub ahead of

print]

Institute of Pharmaceutical Technology, Faculty of Pharmacy,
Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje, Macedonia.

A targeted delivery system for inflammatory bowel diseases,
chitosan-Ca-alginate microparticles efficiently loaded with
budesonide (BDS), were designed using one-step spray-drying
process. They were eudragit-coated and examined for in vivo
efficacy. Experimental colitis was induced by rectal instillation
of 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulphonic acid (TNBS) into male Wistar
rats. Drugs were administered by oral gavage daily for 5 days.
Colon/body weight ratio, gross morphological and histological
evaluation, and clinical activity score were determined as
inflammatory indices. Individual clinical and histological
evaluation showed that colitis severity was suppressed the
most greatly in order BDS < BDS/C-Ca-A < E-BDS/C-Ca-A.
Clinical activity score decreased in the same order. Statistical
analyses of total score points indicate that the incorporation of
BDS in microparticles had significant differences in favor of
efficacy of designed delivery system with mucoadhesive and
controlled release properties (one-way ANOVA, P < 0.05). The
results established the prediction by previous in vitro studies.
PMID: 19650758

Davalieva KG, Efremov GD. A new thermostable DNA
polymerase mixture for efficient amplification of long DNA
fragments. Prikl Biokhim Mikrobiol. 2010 Mar-
Apr;46(2):248-52.

Research Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology,
Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts Krste Misirkov 2,
POB 428, 1000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.

The thermostable DNA polymerases have been used for
amplification of DNA fragments since the invention of PCR.
The constraint on the maximum size of the amplified fragments
can be solved to certain level by the use of unbalanced
mixtures of non-proofreading and proofreading thermostable
DNA polymerases. In this study, we tested the use of a mixtures
of N-terminal deletional variant of Taq polymerase - Klentaq278
and Tne polymerase from Thermotoga neapolitana. Klentaq278
and Tne polymerase genes were cloned and expressed in
different expression vectors under tac promoter. The most
efficient ratio of Klentaq278/Tne polymerase for amplification
was 10 : 1. The polymerase mixture of Klentaq278 and Tne
polymerase is very effective in amplification of DNA fragments
for up to 8 kb and is useful addition to a DNA polymerases used
in long-range PCR. PMID: 20391772

Dimitrova G, Kato S, Fukushima H, Yamashita H. Circulatory
parameters in the retrobulbar central retinal artery and
vein of patients with diabetes and medically treated
systemic hypertension. Graefes Arch Clin Exp Ophthalmol.
2009 Jan;247(1):53-8. Epub 2008 Sep 3.
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Center for Eye Diseases “OKO”, Dame Gruev 5, Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. galina@sonet.com.mk

BACKGROUND: We aim to study the circulatory parameters in
the retrobulbar central retinal artery and vein in diabetic patients
with and without medically treated systemic hypertension.
METHODS: The study included 108 patients with diabetes that
were allocated in four different groups according to the presence
of diabetic retinopathy (DR) and hypertension: group 1-patients
without DR and without hypertension (n = 23),

group 2-patients without DR and with hypertension (n = 21),
group 3-patients with nonproliferative DR and without
hypertension (n = 36), group 4-patients with nonproliferative
DR and with hypertension (n = 28). The circulatory parameters
that were evaluated were: peak systolic blood velocity (PSV),
end-diastolic blood velocity (EDV), maximum venous velocity
(Vmax), minimum venous velocity (Vmin) and the Pourcelot
index which were measured using color Doppler imaging. Non-
parametric tests were used to test inter-group differences.
Spearman’s coefficient of correlation was tested between
ocular perfusion pressure and the circulatory parameters in
each of the patient groups. Contingency table was performed
to test the relation of diabetic retinopathy and hypertension to
the PSV in the central retinal artery. RESULTS: The PSV and
EDV in the central retinal artery was significantly higher in
group 1 (p = 0.02, p = 0.04) and group 2 (p = 0.02, p = 0.02) than
in group 3. The Pourcelot index in the central retinal vein was
significantly lower in group 1 than in group 4 (p = 0.02), and in
group 2 than in groups 3 and 4 (p = 0.02, p < 0.01). A significant
relationship was detected between the presence of
hypertension, the stage of diabetic retinopathy and the PSV in
the central retinal artery of our patients (chi(2) = 8.29; p = 0.04).
CONCLUSION: Medically treated hypertension affects the
retrobulbar circulatory parameters in the central retinal artery
and vein in diabetes. PMID: 18766369

Dimitrova G, Kato S. Color Doppler imaging of retinal
diseases. Surv Ophthalmol. 2010 May-Jun;55(3):193-214.

Center for Eye Diseases, Skopje, Macedonia.
galina@sonet.com.mk

Color Doppler imaging (CDI) is a widely used method for
evaluating ocular circulation that has been used in a number of
studies on retinal diseases. CDI assesses blood velocity
parameters by using ultrasound waves. In ophthalmology,
these assessments are mainly performed on the retrobulbar
blood vessels: the ophthalmic, the central retinal, and the short
posterior ciliary arteries. In this review, we discuss CDI use for
the assessment of retinal diseases classified into the following:
vascular diseases, degenerations, dystrophies, and
detachment. The retinal vascular diseases that have been
investigated by CDI include diabetic retinopathy, retinal vein
occlusions, retinal artery occlusions, ocular ischemic conditions,
and retinopathy of prematurity. Degenerations and dystrophies
included in this review are age-related macular degeneration,

myopia, and retinitis pigmentosa. CDI has been used for the
differential diagnosis of retinal detachment, as well as the
evaluation of retrobulbar circulation in this condition. CDI is
valuable for research and is a potentially useful diagnostic tool
in the clinical setting. PMID: 20385332

Dimitrova-Shumkovska J, Veenman L, Ristoski T,
Leschiner S, Gavish M. Dimethylbenz [alpha] anthracene
induces oxidative stress and reduces the binding capacity
of the mitochondrial 18-kDa translocator protein in rat
aorta. Drug Chem Toxicol. 2010 Oct;33(4):337-47.

Department of Biochemistry and Physiology, Institute of Biology,
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Ss. Cyril and
Methodius University, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
jasminad@iunona.pmf.ukim.edu.mk

In this study, rats surviving 18 weeks after 7,12-
dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA) exposure showed robust
pathological changes in the aorta. This correlated  well with
decreases in 18-kDa translocator protein (TSPO) binding
capacity in this tissue. As expected, markers for oxidative
stress, including thiobarbituric-acid-reactive substances, and
advanced oxidation protein products, showed that the applied
DMBA exposure increased oxidative stress in the aorta. Our
study suggests that TSPO may be involved in toxic DMBA
effects in the aorta, including inflammatory responses and
reactive oxygen species generation. PMID: 20550435

Dimitrova-Shumkovska J, Veenman L, Ristoski T,
Leschiner S, Gavish M. Chronic high fat, high cholesterol
supplementation decreases 18 kDa Translocator Protein
binding capacity in association with increased oxidative
stress in rat liver and aorta. Food Chem Toxicol. 2010
Mar;48(3):910-21. Epub 2010 Jan 6.

Department of Biochemistry and Physiology, Faculty of Natural
Sciences and Mathematics, Institute of Biology, Ss Cyril and
Methodius University, Gazi Baba bb PO Box 162, 1000 Skopje,
The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
jasminad@iunona.pmf.ukim.edu.mk

It is well known that high fat and high cholesterol levels present
a contributing factor to pathologies including fatty liver and
atherosclerosis. Oxidative stress is also considered to play a
role in these pathologies. The 18 kDa Translocator Protein
(TSPO), formerly known as the peripheral-type benzodiazepine
receptor, is known to be involved in cholesterol metabolism,
oxidative stress, and cardiovascular pathology. We applied a
high fat high cholesterol atherogenic (HFHC) diet to rats to
study correlations between cardiovascular and liver pathology,
oxidative stress, and TSPO expression in the liver and the
cardiovascular system. This study corroborates the presence
of increased oxidative stress markers and decreased anti-
oxidants in liver and aorta. In addition, it appeared that induction
of oxidative stress in the liver and aorta by atherogenic HFHC
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diet was accompanied by a reduction in TSPO binding density
in both these tissues. Our data suggest that involvement of
TSPO in oxidative stress and ROS generation, as reported in
other studies, may also take part in atherogenesis as induced
by HFHC diet. Presently, it is not clear whether this TSPO
response is compensatory for the stress induced by HFHC diet
or is a participant in the induction of oxidative stress. PMID:
20060027

Dimitrova-Shumkovska J, Veenman L, Ristoski T,
Leschiner S, Gavish M. Decreases in binding capacity of
the mitochondrial 18 kda translocator protein accompany
oxidative stress and pathological signs in rat liver after
DMBA exposure. Toxicol Pathol. 2010;38(6):957-68.

Institute of Biology, Department of Biochemistry and Physiology,
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Ss. Cyril and
Methodius University, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
jasminad@iunona.pmf.ukim.edu.mk

7,12-Dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA) presents a pollutant
implicated in various toxicological effects. The aim of this
experiment was to study the effects of DMBA administration on
oxidative stress, histopathological signs, and 18 kDa translocator
protein (TSPO) binding characteristics in rat liver. We also
studied the effects of dose stoichiometry, dose frequency, and
duration of protocol of DMBA administration. In this study, rats
surviving eighteen weeks after DMBA exposure showed mild
to moderate histopathological changes in the liver, mainly
characterized by glossy appearance of hepatocytes,
heterochromatic nuclei, and glycogen overload in the midzonal
region of the hepatic lobe. These changes were accompanied
by significant rises in oxidant levels, along with declines in
nonenzymic antioxidants, indicating that DMBA induced
oxidative stress in the liver. This finding correlated well with
decreases in TSPO binding capacity in the liver of the rats in
our study. Other studies have shown that TSPO can be
affected by oxidative stress, as well as contribute to oxidative
stress at mitochondrial levels. Further studies are needed to
assay whether the decreases in TSPO density in the liver are
part of the damaging effects caused by DMBA or a compensatory
response to the oxidative stress induced by DMBA. PMID:
21037200

Dimovska S, Stafilov T, Sajn R, Frontasyeva M. Distribution
of some natural and man-made radionuclides in soil from
the city of Veles (Republic of Macedonia) and its
environs.Radiat Prot Dosimetry. 2010 Feb;138(2):144-57.
Epub 2009 Oct 28.

Republic Institute for Health Protection, Skopje, Macedonia.

A systematic study of soil radioactivity in the metallurgical
centre of the Republic of Macedonia, the city of Veles and its
environs, was carried out. The measurement of the radioactivity
was performed in 55 samples from evenly distributed sampling

sites. The gross alpha and gross beta radioactivity
measurements were made as a screening, using a low
background gas-flow proportional counter. For the analysis of
(40)K, (238)U, (232)Th and (137)Cs, a P-type coaxial high
purity germanium detector was used. The values for the activity
concentrations of the natural radionuclides fall well within the
worldwide range as reported in the literature. It is shown that
the activity of man-made radionuclides, except for (137)Cs, is
below the detection limit. (137)Cs originated from the
atmospheric deposition and present in soil in the activity
concentration range of 2-358 Bq kg(-1) is irregularly distributed
over the sampled territory owing to the complicated orography
of the land. The results of gamma spectrometry are compared
to the K, U, and Th concentrations previously obtained by the
reactor neutron activation analysis in the same soil samples.
PMID: 19864326

Djulejic E, Petlichkovski A, Trajkov D, Hristomanova S,
Middleton D, Spiroski M. Distribution of killer cell
immunoglobulinlike receptors in the Macedonian
population. Hum Immunol. 2010 Mar;71(3):281-8. Epub
2009 Dec 22.

Faculty of Medicine, Institute of Immunobiology and Human
Genetics, University Ss. Kiril and Metodij, Skopje, Republic of
Macedonia.

The aim of this study was to analyze killer immunoglobulinlike
receptor (KIR) gene polymorphism in the Macedonian
population. The study sample consists of 214 healthy unrelated
individuals, aged 20-35 years. All individuals are of Macedonian
origin and nationality, and residents of different geographic
regions. The population genetics analysis package, Arlequin,
was used for analysis of the data. We found that all 16 KIR
genes were observed in the Macedonian population and
framework genes KIR3DL3, KIR2DL4, and KIR3DL2 were
present in all individuals. A total of 56 different KIR genotypes
were found in the Macedonian population, based on the
presence of 16 KIR genes. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree,
constructed on the basis of standard genetic distances of KIR
genes, shows that Macedonian population is in the same
cluster with England West Midlands Indian Asian, Brazil
SouthEast Caucasian, Romania Caucasians, Spain Basque,
England West Midlands Caucasian, France Reunion, and
Spain Granada populations. The frequency of KIR loci in
Macedonian population shares several general features with
other Caucasoid populations studied before. PMID: 20004695

Dute J. ECHR 2010/4 Case of Trajche Stojanovski v. the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 22 october2009,
no. 1431/03 (fifth section). Legal cases. Eur J Health Law.
2010 Mar;17(1):105-8.

Faculty of Law, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

No abstract available. PMID: 20422972
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Dzekova P, Asani A, Selim G, Gelev S, Trajceska L, Amitov
V, Selja N, Zabzun M, Mena S, Gaseva M, Sikole A. Long-
term follow up of sustained viral response after treatment
of hepatitis C with pegylated interferon alpha-2a in
hemodialysis patients. Int J Artif Organs. 2009
Mar;32(3):180-4.

University Clinic of Nephrology, Skopje - Macedonia.

PURPOSE: The aim of this study was to evaluate the persistence
of sustained viral response after treatment of hepatitis C with
pegylated interferon alpha-2a in hemodialysis patients.
METHODS: 14 hemodialysis patients with chronic hepatitis C
were treated with pegylated interferon alpha-2a for a period of
48 weeks. Achieved sustained viral response rate was 35.7%
(5/14 patients) at week 72, i.e. 24 weeks after the treatment
ended. All treated patients were then prospectively followed
until week 144. Follow-up viral data, such as HCV antibodies,
serum HCV RNA, and HCV RNA genotype, were determined
at week 96 and week 144. HCV antibodies were determined by
a 3rd-generation ELISA assay. The presence of HCV RNA was
determined using reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (AMPLICOR Hepatitis C Virus Test). HCV genotype
was analyzed by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction followed by hybridization of amplified products. The
biochemical data were recorded every 24 weeks during the
follow-up period. RESULTS: The 5 patients (35.7%), who
achieved sustained viral response (SVR), remained HCV RNA
negative at week 96. At week 144, 4 hemodialysis patients
(28.6%) remained HCV RNA negative. There was a relapse of
HCV infection in 1 patient after week 96 of the study. The
patients who remained HCV RNA negative also maintained the
achieved biochemical response throughout the follow-up period.
CONCLUSION: Long-term follow-up of treated hemodialysis
patients with pegylated interferon alpha-2a showed persistence
of the sustained viral and biochemical response. PMID:
19440994

Filipovski V, Banev S, Janevska V, Dukova B. Granular cell
tumor of the breast: a case report and review of literature.
Cases J. 2009 Aug 10;2:8551.

Institute of Pathology, Medical Faculty, University of “St Cyrill
and Methodius” Street Vodnjanska bb, Skopje, 1000 Republic
of Macedonia. v_filipovski@yahoo.com

A 22-year-old female patient presented with a breast mass
lesion with a clinical suspicion of a fibroadenoma. Histological
evaluation revealed a rare benign neoplasm - granular cell
tumor.Granular cell tumor is rare neoplasm that may arise in
virtually any body site, and in 5% it occurs in the breast. The
histogenesis of this tumor is still rather controversial and
currently the most acceptable theory is a Schwann cell origin.
The main histological feature is granular cytoplasm of the
tumor cells.From a clinical point of view there is a similarity
between granular cell tumor and mammary carcinoma on
mammography and ultrasound. Pathohistologically, sometimes,

differential diagnostic difficulties exist concerning apocrine
carcinoma, histiocytic lesions and metastatic neoplasms.
PMCID: PMC2769456; PMID: 19918386

Gjorgieva D, Kadifkova-Panovska T, Baceva K, Stafilov T.
Content of toxic and essential metals in medicinal herbs
growing in polluted and unpolluted areas of Macedonia.
Arh Hig Rada Toksikol. 2010 Sep 1;61(3):297-303.

“Goce Delcev” University, Stip, Skopje, Macedonia.
darinka.gorgieva@ugd.edu.mk

The aim of this study was to determine and compare Ba, Cr, Cd,
Fe, Sr, Pb, and Zn content in medicinal herbs Urtica dioica L.,
Taraxacum officinale, and Matricaria recutita growing in polluted
and unpolluted areas of the Republic of Macedonia. The metal
content was determined using inductively coupled plasma
atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). In the unpolluted
area of Mt. Plackovica the metal content in Taraxacum officinale
was in the descending order: Fe>Sr>Zn>Ba>Cr, while Pb and
Cd were below the limit of detection. In the polluted area of
Veles, the order was as follows: Fe>Zn>Sr>Pb>Ba>Cd>Cr.
Our results suggest that quality assurance and monitoring of
toxic metals is needed for plants intended for human use and
consumption. Medicinal plants should be picked in areas free
of any contamination sources. PMID: 20860970

Gjorgieva D, Kadifkova-Panovska T, Baèeva K, Stafilov T.
Assessment of heavy metal pollution in Republic of
Macedonia using a plant assay. Arch Environ Contam
Toxicol. 2011 Feb;60(2):233-40. Epub 2010 May 28.

University “Goce Delchev”, Šhtip, Republic of Macedonia.
darinka.gorgieva@ugd.edu.mk

Different plant organs (leaves, flowers, stems, or roots) from
four plant species-Urtica dioica L. (Urticaceae), Robinia
pseudoacacia L. (Fabaceae), Taraxacum officinale
(Asteraceae), and Matricaria recutita (Asteraceae)-were
evaluated as possible bioindicators of heavy-metal pollution in
Republic of Macedonia. Concentrations of Pb, Cu, Cd, Mn, Ni,
and Zn were determined in unwashed plant parts collected
from areas with different degrees of metal pollution by ICP-
AES. All these elements were found to be at high levels in
samples collected from an industrial area. Maximum Pb
concentration was 174.52 ± 1.04 mg kg{ ¹ in R. pseudoacacia
flowers sampled from the Veles area, where lead and zinc
metallurgical activities were present. In all control samples, the
Cd concentrations were found to be under the limit of detection
(LOD <0.1 mg kg{ ¹) except for R. pseudoacacia flowers and T.
officinale roots. The maximum Cd concentration was 7.97 ±
0.15 mg kg{ ¹ in R. pseudoacacia flowers from the Veles area.
Nickel concentrations were in the range from 1.90 ± 0.04 to
5.74 ± 0.03 mg kg{ ¹. For U. dioica leaves and R. pseudoacacia
flowers sampled near a lead-smelting plant, concentrations of
465.0 ± 0.55 and 403.56 ± 0.34 mg kg{ ¹ Zn were detected,
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respectively. In all control samples, results for Zn were low,
ranging from 10.2 ± 0.05 to 38.70 ± 0.18 mg kg{ ¹. In this study,
it was found that the flower of R. pseudoacacia was a better
bioindicator of heavy-metal pollution than other plant parts.
Summarizing the results, it can be concluded that T. officinale,
U. dioica, and R. pseudoacacia were better metal accumulators
and M. recutita was a metal avoider. PMID: 20508923

Gjorgievska ES, Nicholson JW. A preliminary study of
enamel remineralization by dentifrices based on Recalden
(CPP-ACP) and Novamin (calcium-sodium-
phosphosilicate). Acta Odontol Latinoam. 2010;23(3):234-
9.

Faculty of Dental Medicine, Department of Paediatric and
Preventive Dentistry, University Ss. Cyril and Methodius Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. elizabetag2000@yahoo.com

The purpose of this study was to investigate the enamel
remineralization potential of two toothpastes, one of which was
based on Recaldent (CPP- ACP) and the other on NovaMin
(Calcium-sodium-phosphosilicate). Human permanent molar
teeth were subjected to three consecutive demineralization
cycles. These cycles were followed by remineralization of the
experimental groups by toothpastes containing Recalden and
NovaMin respectively. The samples were analyzed by Scanning
Electron Microscope, (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy analysis (EDX). Extensive demineralization was
noted in the control group (without remineralization) while the
groups treated with the dentifices demonstrated various degrees
of remineralization, as shown by formation of different types of
deposits on the enamel surface. The EDX analysis showed
increased amounts of Ca, P Si and Zn in the enamel of the
experimental groups, compared to the control one. Toothpastes
containing Recalden and especially NovaMin have the potential
to remineralize enamel, a property which might be important in
finding a substitute to pit and fissure sealing. PMID: 21638965

Gjurchinovski A, Urumov V. Variable-delay feedback
control of unstable steady states in retarded time-delayed
systems. Phys Rev E Stat Nonlin Soft Matter Phys. 2010
Jan;81(1 Pt 2):016209. Epub 2010 Jan 19.

Institute of Physics, Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, Sts. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje,
Macedonia. agjurcin@pmf.ukim.mk

We study the stability of unstable steady states in scalar
retarded time-delayed systems subjected to a variable-delay
feedback control. The important aspect of such a control
problem is that time-delayed systems are already infinite-
dimensional before the delayed feedback control is turned on.
When the frequency of the modulation is large compared to the
system’s dynamics, the analytic approach consists of relating
the stability properties of the resulting variable-delay system
with those of an analogous distributed-delay system. Otherwise,

the stability domains are obtained by a numerical integration of
the linearized variable-delay system. The analysis shows that
the control domains are significantly larger than those in the
usual time-delayed feedback control, and that the complexity
of the domain structure depends on the form and the frequency
of the delay modulation. PMID: 20365448

Glavas Dodov M, Calis S, Crcarevska MS, Geskovski N,
Petrovska V, Goracinova K. Wheat germ agglutinin-
conjugated chitosan-Ca-alginate microparticles for local
colon delivery of 5-FU: development and in vitro
characterization. Int J Pharm. 2009 Nov 3;381(2):166-75.
Epub 2009 Jul 4.

Institute of Pharmaceutical Technology, Faculty of Pharmacy,
University Ss Cyril and Methodious, Vodnjanska 17, P.O. Box
36, 1000 Skopje, Macedonia. magl@ff.ukim.edu.mk

The aim of this work was to prepare lectin-conjugated chitosan-
Ca-alginate microparticles (MPs) loaded with acid-resistant
particles of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) for efficient local treatment of
colon cancer. MPs were prepared by a novel one-step spray-
drying technique and after wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)
conjugation, they were characterized for size, swelling behavior,
surface charge, entrapment efficiency and in vitro drug release.
Prepared particles were spherical, with 6.73 microg/mg of
WGA conjugated onto their surface. The size and zeta potential
increased after conjugation, from 6.6 to 14.7 microm and from
9.6 to 15.3 mV, while drug encapsulation was 75.6 and 72.8%,
respectively after conjugation. The swelling behavior of beads
was mainly determined by properties of the cross-linked
chitosan-alginate network. In vitro drug release studies carried
out in simulated in vivo conditions with respect to pH, confirmed
the potential of the particles to release the drug in a controlled
manner. Also, the drug release was not significantly affected by
WGA conjugation. The retention of biorecognitive activity of
WGA after covalent coupling to MPs was confirmed by
haemagglutination test. Functionalized MPs showed excessive
mucoadhesiveness in vitro, due to the positive surface charge,
pH-dependent swelling of the matrix and lectin-sugar
recognition. PMID: 19580856

Gucev Z, Castori M, Tasic V, Popjordanova N, Hasani A. A
patient with unilateral tibial aplasia and accessory scrotum:
a pure coincidence or nonfortuitous association? Case
Report Med. 2010;2010:898636. Epub 2010 Feb 3.

University Pediatric Hospital, Division for Endocrinology and
Genetics, Vodnjanska BB, 1000 Skopje, Macedonia.

Tibial aplasia is an uncommon lower limb malformation that
can occur isolated or be part of a more complex malformation
pattern. We describe a 9-year-old boy born after uneventful
pregnancy and delivery. Family history was negative for maternal
diabetes and other malformations. The patient presented with
left tibial aplasia and homolateral prexial foot polydactyly. He
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also displayed enamel dysplasia and bifid scotum with
cryptorchidism. Literature review failed to identify a significant
syndromic association between lower limb defects of the tibial
type and the genital anomalies reported here. The combination
of tibial aplasia with midline genital malformations further
supports the hypothesis that the tibial ray development mirrors
the morphogenetic process of the radial structures. Accordingly,
the malformation pattern observed in the present patient may
be pathogenetically explained by an insult occurring during late
blastogenesis. PMCID: PMC2817541; PMID: 20148169

Gucev Z, Tasic V, Jancevska A, Jordanova NP, Koceva S,
Kuturec M, Sabolic V. Friedreich’s ataxia (FA) associated
with diabetes mellitus type 1 and hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy: analysis of a FA family. Med Arh.
2009;63(2):110-1.

Medical Faculty Skopje, Skopje, Macedonia.
gucevz@gmail.com

Progressive signs of ataxia in a eight year old girl with hypo-
active knee and ankle jerks, prompted the analysis of the
frataxin gene (FXN; 606829). The most common molecular
abnormality—GAA trinucleotide repeat expansion in intron 1—
was found with +300 GAA repeats (1490 bp) (normal individuals
have 5 to 30 GAA repeats expansions, whereas affected
individuals have from 70 to more than 1000 GAA triplets).
Additionally she had unstable gait with incoordination of limb
movements, impairment of position and vibratory senses,
dysarthria, pes cavus, positive Babinski sign and scoliosis. At
the age of fourteen the girl was referred in a comatose condition,
in severe diabetic ketoacidosis. Insulin dependent diabetes
mellitus was since treated with insulin preparations.
Electrocardiogram showed diffuse T wave inversion with sinus
bradycardia, while ultrasound revealed concentric, symmetric
hypertrophy of the left ventricle leading to the diagnosis of
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. At the age of 14, she is bound to
the wheelchair, unable to walk. Her brother started to show
ataxia at the age of 8 years and subsequent analysis also
showed hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. His mutational analysis
revealed the same frataxin abnormality with +300 GAA repeats.
So far, no signs of diabetes occurred. The parental DNA was
not available for analysis. PMID: 19537671

Gucev Z, Tasic V, Jancevska A, Krstevska-Konstantinova
M, Pop-Jordanova N. McCune-Albright syndrome (MAS):
early and extensive bone fibrous dysplasia involvement
and “mistaken identity” oophorectomy. J Pediatr
Endocrinol Metab. 2010 Aug;23(8):837-42.

Faculty of Medicine Skopje, 50 Divizija BB, 1000 Skopje,
Macedonia. gucevz@gmail.com

BACKGROUND: McCune-Albright syndrome (MAS) is a triad
of gonadotropin-independent precocious puberty (GIPP), café-
au-lait spots (CALS) and fibrous dysplasia (FD) of bone. The

extent of the abnormalities is variable. PATIENT AND
RESULTS: We report a 3 year old girl with CALS since infancy,
FD diagnosed at age of 2.5 years, and at the age of 3 years
vaginal bleeding. The ultrasound revealed a cystic mass of the
ovary, surgical pathology found ovarian cyst. LHRH stimulation
demonstrated GIPP (LH 9.8 mIU/ml and FSH 8.9 mIU/ml;
normal LH 1.8-10, FSH 9-26 mIU/ml). Radiographs and bone
scans demonstrated FD in multiple bones. Peripheral leucocytes
and the ovary were negative for GNAS gene mutations.
Treatment with Letrasole interrupted the pubertal development.
CONCLUSIONS: We conclude that the clinical signs of MAS
are telling and that timely MAS diagnosis prevents unnecessary
oophorectomy. A close follow up is recommended regarding
development of endocrine disorders and spreading of FD.
PMID: 21073128

Gucev Z, Tasic V, Jancevska A, Popjordanova N, Koceva
S, Kuturec M, Sabolic V. Friedreich ataxia (FA) associated
with diabetes mellitus type 1 and hyperthrophic
cardiomyopathy. Bosn J Basic Med Sci. 2009 May;9(2):107-
10.

Faculty of Medicine Skopje, St. Cyril and Methodius University,
Skopje, Macedonia.

Progressive signs of ataxia in a eight years old girl prompted
neurological investigation. The girl had unstable gait with
incoordination of limb movements, impairment of position and
vibratory senses, dysarthria, pes cavus, positive Babinski sign
and scoliosis. At the age of fourteen the girl was referred in a
comatose condition, in a severe diabetic ketoacidosis. Ataxia
and hypoactive knee and ankle jerks prompted the analysis of
the frataxin gene (FXN; 606829). The most common molecular
abnormality: GAA trinucleotide repeat expansion in intron 1
was found with + 300 GAA repeats (1490bp) (normal individuals
have 5 to 30 GAA repeat expansions, whereas affected
individuals have from 70 to more than 1,000 GAA triplets).
Electrocardiogram showed diffuse T wave inversion with sinus
bradycardia, while ultrasound revealed concentric, symmetric
hypertrophy of left ventricle leading to the diagnosis of
hyperthrophic cardiomyopathy. At the age of 14 years, the
patient was bound to the wheel-chair, unable to walk. Her
brother started to show ataxia at the age of 8 years, and
subsequent analysis showed hyperthrophic cardiomyopathy,
too. His mutational analysis revealed the same frataxin
abnormality, with + 300 GAA repeats. So far, no signs of
diabetes occurred. The parents are heterozygous with FXN of
9 -10 GAA (490 bp). Both children received a beta blocker,
while the girl’s diabetes mellitus was treated by insulin
preparations. This is a report of two siblings with Fridreich
ataxia and hyperthrophic cardiomyopathy. In addition, the girl
developed type 1 diabetes mellitus. PMID: 19485941

Gucev ZS, Danilovski D, Tasic V, Ugrinovski J, Nastova V,
Jancevska A, Krstevska-Konstantinova M, Pop-Jordanova
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N, Kirovski I. Childhood craniopharyngioma in Macedonia:
incidence and outcome after subtotal resection and cranial
irradiation. World J Pediatr. 2011 Feb;7(1):74-8. Epub 2010
Dec 30.

Medical Faculty Skopje, 50 Divizija BB, 1000 Skopje,
Macedonia. gucevz@gmail.com

BACKGROUND: craniopharyngioma is a frequent tumor in
children with challenging surgical, endocrine, and visual
consequences. We evaluated our experience in treating
craniopharyngioma and its incidence in Macedonia. METHODS:
Thirteen children (9 male and 4 female) with craniopharyngioma
(age 9.55 ± 3.74 years; range 2.90-15.11) who had been
treated between 1989 and 2008 in Macedonia were reviewed.
RESULTS: initial signs were vision disturbances (10 children),
seizures (1), growth retardation (13), and diabetes insipidus
(DI) (2). All children were subjected to subtotal surgical removal.
Cranial irradiation was performed in 12 of the 13 children, and
intracystic bleomycin was given to one child. The patients were
followed up for 6-229 months (mean ± SD: 107.00 ± 74.04
months). All children had multiple pituitary deficiencies after
surgical removal of the tumor. Body mass index increased from
16.93 ± 6.34 standard deviation scores (SDS) at diagnosis to
26.33 ± 5.91 SDS (P>0.005) at the last follow-up. DI was
permanent in 9 of the 13 children, and multiple pituitary
deficiencies were seen in all children. Treatment with growth
hormone resulted in normalization of adult height from -1.27 ±
1.52 SDS at the start of the treatment to -0.13 ± 1.39 SDS at the
last followup. The final height was not significantly lower than
the genetic target height (P>0.005). The permanent deficit was
visual impairment: blindness in one or both eyes in 4 children,
bitemporal hemianopsia in 4, and other defects in 2. Recurrence
of the disease was ruled out in one child after 31 months. No
mortality was observed in the observation period of 104.92 ±
76.11 months. CONCLUSIONS: the overall incidence of
craniopharyngioma in the period of 1989-2008 in Macedonia
was 1.43 per 1 000 000 person-years. Subtotal resection and
systematic irradiation showed good life quality of survivors.
PMID: 21191780

Gucev ZS, Kirovski I, Jancevska A, Popjordanova N, Tasic
V. Papillorenal syndrome after Beta-interferon treatment
in pregnancy. Ren Fail. 2009;31(7):602-5.

Medical Faculty Skopje, 50 Divizija BB, 1000, Skopje,
Macedonia. gucevz@gmail.com

Papillo-Renal Syndrome (PRS, or Renal-Coloboma Syndrome)
is an autosomal dominant disorder, characterized by
colobomatous eye defects, abnormal vascular pattern of the
optic disk, renal hypoplasia, vesicoureteral reflux, high-
frequency hearing loss, and sometimes central nervous system
(CNS) abnormalities. The syndrome is associated with
mutations in the PAX2 gene. This 11-year-old girl’s mother was
treated with beta-interferon (IFNbeta-1a) for multiple sclerosis
(MS) during the pregnancy. The child failed to thrive in infancy

and early childhood. The multicystic renal dystrophy, hypoplastic
right kidney, and vesico-ureteral reflux (II-III grade) were
diagnosed by ultrasound and radionucleotide renal scan.
Subsequently, a morning glory anomaly and coloboma of the
optic disc was discovered. Renal failure progressively followed.
MRI of the head revealed a cyst of the right optic nerve. Genetic
analysis revealed a mutation of the PAX2 gene (619 insG). The
multicystic renal dystrophy and a cyst of the optic nerve in
association with PRS syndrome have only rarely been described.
The fact that this PRS patient stemmed from a pregnancy
under beta-interferon treatment raises the question whether
IFNbeta-1a treatment during pregnancy has influenced the
manifestation or the severity of the PAX2 mutant phenotype in
this child. PMID: 19839859

Gucev ZS, Pop-Jordanova N, Dumalovska G, Stomnaroska
O, Zafirovski G, Tasic VB. Arthrogryposis multiplex
congenital (AMC) in a three year old boy: differential
diagnosis with distal arthrogryposis: a case report. Cases
J. 2009 Dec 30;2:9403.

Medical Faculty Skopje, 50 Divizija BB, 1000 Skopje, Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

INTRODUCTION: Arthrogryposis multiplex congenital (AMC)
is characterized by contractions of multiple joints present at
birth. The involved muscles are partially or totally replaced by
fat or fibrous tissue. Talipes equinovarus and scoliosis are also
frequently reported. CASE PRESENTATION: This 2 year was
born after uneventful pregnancy, with normal birth weight and
length. The parents are unrelated, young and healthy. No
malformations or mental retardation have been reported in the
family. Since his birth a specific posture was noted: internal
rotation at the shoulders, extension at the elbows, and flexion
at the wrists. In addition, the child has a severe equinovarus
deformity of the feet. Syndactily between II and III finger was
also noted. His face is round with a frontal midline capillary
hemangioma, while his jaw appears to be small. Mental
development is normal. The karyotype is: 46, XY.
CONCLUSIONS: About 150 syndromes have arthrogryphosis
as a presenting sign. AMC is a distinct entity and distinction with
the distal forms of arthrogryphosis can be difficult, since there
is a considerable clinical and genetic heterogeneity. A
comprehensive musculoskeletal evaluation and genetic
consultation is necessary. PMCID: PMC2809076; PMID:
20090872

Gucev ZS, Tasic V, Jancevska A, Kirovski I. A case of
Silver-Russell syndrome (SRS): multiple pituitary hormone
deficiency, lack of H19 hypomethylation and favourable
growth hormone (GH) treatment response. J Genet. 2009
Aug;88(2):239-43.

Medical Faculty Skopje, 50 Divizija BB, 1000 Skopje, Republic
of Macedonia. gucevz@gmail.com
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Hypomethylation of the imprinting control region 1 (ICR1) at the
IGF2/H19 locus on 11p15 is linked to Silver-Russell syndrome
(SRS) and/or hemihypertrophy. This  SRS patient was born in
term with weight of 3500 g (50 percentile) and length 48 cm (1
SD below the mean). He was first noticed at the age of 10 years
for short stature (114.5 cm, -3.85 SD), relatively normal head
circumference, a classic facial phenotype, hemihypertrophy
(2.5 cm thinner left arm and leg in comparison to the right,
asymmetric face), moderate clinodactyly and striking thinness
(BMI of 15.3). At the age of 30, the body asymmetry ameliorated
(1 cm thinner left arm and leg than the right), and BMI
normalized (20.5 cm). Methylation analysis was performed by
bisulphate treatment of DNA samples, radiolabelled PCR
amplification, and digestion of the PCR products using restriction
enzymes. The patient had normomethylation, and in addition
hypopituitarism, with low levels of growth hormone (GH)
(provocative testing before the start and after termination of GH
treatment), thyroxin, TSH, FSH, LH and testosterone. The GH
was given for six years, growth response was satisfactory and
he reached an adult height of 166 cm. This is a first report of
hypopituitarism in a patient with SRS without H19
hypomethylation. It seems that the lack of hypomethylation in
this hypopituitary SRS patient is responsible, at least partly, for
the favourable final adult height under GH treatment. PMID:
19700863

Gucev ZS, Tasic V, Pop-Jordanova N, Sparrow DB,
Dunwoodie SL, Ellard S, Young E, Turnpenny PD.
Autosomal dominant spondylocostal dysostosis in three
generations of a Macedonian family: Negative mutation
analysis of DLL3, MESP2, HES7, and LFNG. Am J Med
Genet A. 2010 Jun;152A(6):1378-82.

Medical Faculty Skopje, Divizija BB, Skopje, Macedonia.
gucevz@gmail.com

The spondylocostal dysostoses (SCDs) are a heterogeneous
group of axial skeletal disorders characterized by multiple
segmentation defects of the vertebrae (SDV) and abnormality
of the thoracic cage with mal-aligned ribs and often a reduction
in rib number. The four known monogenic forms of SCD follow
autosomal recessive inheritance, have generalized SDV, a
broadly symmetrical thoracic cage, and result from mutations
in Notch signaling pathway genes-DLL3, MESP2, LFNG, and
HES7. Autosomal dominant (AD) SCD has been reported less
often, is very variable, and molecular genetic mechanisms
remain elusive. Here, we report a three-generation, non-
consanguineous family with four affected individuals
demonstrating multiple or generalized SDV. Scoliosis was
present and the trunk shortened but the ribs were relatively
mildly affected. There were no other significant organ
abnormalities, no obvious dysmorphic features,
neurodevelopment was normal, and all investigations, including
mutation analysis of DLL3, MESP2, LFNG, and HES7, were
normal. A non-pathogenic variant was detected in LFNG but it
did not segregate with the phenotype. This Macedonian kindred
adds to knowledge of AD SCD and to our knowledge is the first

to be tested for the four Notch pathway genes known to be
associated with SCD. PMID: 20503311

Horvath A, Rozgonyi F, Pesti N, Kocsis E, Malmos G,
Kristof K, Nagy K, Lagler H, Presterl E, Stich K, Gattringer
R, Kotolacsi G, Cekovska Z, Graninger W. Quantitative
differences in antibiotic resistance between methicillin-
resistant and methicillin-susceptible Staphylococcus
aureus strains isolated in Hungary, Austria and Macedonia.
J Chemother. 2010 Aug;22(4):246-53.

Institute of Medical Microbiology, Semmelweis University,
Budapest, Hungary.

The aim of this study was to compare the quantitative
susceptibility of methicillin-resistant and -susceptible
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA and MSSA) strains from three
European countries to nine antistaphylococcal agents. The
antibiotic susceptibility of 274 MRSA and 284 MSSA strains
from Hungary, Austria  and macedonia was tested by the broth
microdilution method. The clonal relationship of strains was
determined by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. Intermediate
susceptibility to vancomycin appeared in Macedonian MRSA
strains. Macedonian MRSA strains had high-level amikacin
and gentamicin resistance. MSSA strains generally were
susceptible to all drugs at minimum inhibitory concentrations
(MIC(50)) except for gentamicin resistance in Macedonian
strains. In Hungary and Austria a common antibiotic resistance
phenotype of MRSA predominated, while in macedonia three
other phenotypes were also prevalent. Geographical differences
in the resistance of S. aureus are still high. Since resistance
levels of MRSA and MSSA strains differ extensively, they
should be considered separately for antibiotic resistance
analysis. PMID: 20685628

Hristovski R, Balagué N. Fatigue-induced spontaneous
termination point—nonequilibrium phase transitions and
critical behavior in quasi-isometric exertion. Hum Mov Sci.
2010 Aug;29(4):483-93.

Faculty of Physical Education, University of Ss. Cyril and
Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia. robert_hristovski@yahoo.com

The aim of the present study was to unravel the integration
among component processes that jointly lead to a fatigue-
induced spontaneous termination point (FISTP), and to pinpoint
possible mechanisms underlying this phenomenon. On 5 days
during 2 weeks, six participants, who were familiar with the
task, performed a quasi-isometric arm-curl exercise holding an
Olympic bar with an initial elbow flexion of 90 degrees to the
point of spontaneous termination of the exercise due to
exhaustion. The repeated measurements ANOVA of windowed
variance measures based on the time series of the elbow
angles revealed a highly significant effect of the exertion time
on the intra- and inter-trial enhancement of the elbow-angle
variability when approaching a FISTP. Spectral analysis showed
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that the variability was generated predominantly in time spans
of 1 to about 10s suggesting that slower and hence higher order
control loops are destabilized close to termination points.
There was a significant, positive correlation between termination
angle and angle variability. The discontinuous change of the
elbow angle at the moment of exercise termination was preceded
by an enhancement of intra- and inter-trial fluctuations of the
elbow angle. This may hint at a nonlinear coupling between the
participating neuromuscular components or, more generally, a
nonlinear dynamical process underlying the FISTP
phenomenon. This dynamical characteristic may indeed explain
why other accounts based on separable sites of local,
physiological limitations fail to elucidate the occurrence of
FISTP. PMID: 20619908

Hristovski R, Venskaitytë E, Vainoras A, Balagué N, Vazquez
P. Constraints-controlled metastable dynamics of exercise-
induced psychobiological adaptation. Medicina (Kaunas).
2010;46(7):447-53.

Faculty of Physical Education, University of Ss. Cyril and
Methodius, Zeleznicka bb, 1000 Skopje, Macedonia.
robert_hristovski@yahoo.com

A fundamental question in the theory of psychobiological
adaptation and specifically of sports training is the problem of
how adaptation to sports performance demands occurs as a
consequence of systematic exercise. In this position paper, we
review some results of our previous and current research
conducted on several different levels of exercise-induced
effects. Based on these results, we contend that the control of
psychobiological systems during exercise is constraints based.
Constraints direct the flow of behavioral changes on a rugged
metastable landscape. Such adaptive behavior is soft-
assembled, consisting of context-sensitive cooperative
configurations of system components that dwell on different
time scales. PMID: 20966616

Ignjatova L, Raleva M. Gender difference in the treatment
outcome of patients served in the mixed-gender program.
Bratisl Lek Listy. 2009;110(5):285-9.

Centre for Prevention and Treatment of Drug Abuse and Abuse
of Other Psychoactive Substances, Psychiatric Hospital
“Skopje” Skopje, R. Macedonia. lilei@sonet.com.mk

The aim of the study was to determine whether the treatment
outcome differs for males and females in the mixed-gender
methadone maintenance program. A prospective non-
randomized study was performed to evaluate the efficiency of
the treatment over a period of 6 months. In this study, 91
patients (60 male and 31 female) were included and the groups
were compared by the variables such as relapses, frequency
of relapses, type of substance used and the manner of drug
use. The results showed that 16 (51.6%) female addicts had
147 relapses and 23 (38.3%) male addicts had 118 relapses,

but these differences were statistically not significant. Women
made a significant relapse 43.7% more than men 21.7%, with
heroine alone. The injectable drug abuse dominates in both
genders, i.e. 56.2% of female examinees and 69.6% of male
examinees injected the drugs, but this difference was not
statistically proven. CONCLUSION: Gender has an influence
on the response to the treatment. The outcome of the treatment
measured through the drug use differs in the substance used.
Women use more heroine than men, who in turn use more
combinations of different drugs and legal psychoactive
substances during the treatment (Tab. 7, Ref. 31). Full Text
(Free, PDF) www.bmj.sk. PMID: 19507662

Ilonen J, Kocova M, Lipponen K, Sukarova-Angelovska E,
Jovanovska A, Knip M. HLA-DR-DQ haplotypes and type 1
diabetes in Macedonia. Hum Immunol. 2009 Jun;70(6):461-
3. Epub 2009 Mar 27.

Immunogenetics Laboratory, University of Turku, Turku,
Finland. jorma.ilonen@utu.fi

The lowest incidence of childhood type 1 diabetes in Europe
has been reported from the Republic of Macedonia. To assess
the possible genetic contribution we analyzed the distribution
of HLA-DR-DQ haplotypes among 163 diabetic children and
239 healthy controls. Similar disease associations were found
as in other Caucasian populations. HLA-(DR3)-DQA1*05-
DQB1*02 was the most common disease associated haplotype,
but several DRB1*04-DQB1*0302 haplotypes were also found
increased among patients. DRB1*0402 was the most common
DR4 allele among them. The high frequency of protective
(DR11/12)-DQA1*05-DQB1*0301 and (DR14)-DQB1*0503
haplotypes as well as of neutral (DR1/10)-DQB1*0501 and
(DR16)-DQB1*0502 haplotypes were characteristic for the
background population. Although a relatively low frequency of
predisposing and a high frequency of protective haplotypes
was detected, the haplotype frequency distribution did not
markedly differ from that reported from other Eastern
Mediterranean populations and these differences cannot be
the sole explanation for the low disease incidence in Macedonia.
PMID: 19332095

Ivanovski V, Ivanovski G. Nearest-neighbour-interaction
model in the coupled-optical-phonon-mode theory of  the
infrared dispersion in monoclinic crystals: Application to
Tutton salt single crystal. Spectrochim Acta A Mol Biomol
Spectrosc. 2010 May;75(5):1452-61. Epub 2010 Feb 6.

University of Sts. Cyril and Methodius, Faculty of Natural
Sciences and Mathematics, Institute of Chemistry, Arhimedova
5, 1000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
vladimir@iunona.pmf.ukim.edu.mk

The coupled-optical-phonon-mode theory of Barker and
Hopfield of two mode interaction in isotropic crystals has been
extended to monoclinic crystals. The analytical expressions for
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the calculation of the dielectric tensor elements in the ac crystal
plane have been derived. It has been shown that the interaction
dielectric model is a generalized expression of the dielectric
tensor for monoclinic case when no interaction between modes
is present. Also, the results of Barker and Hopfield are obtained
from this more general theory, when an isotropic case is
considered. In order to be able to investigate real crystals,
meaning extending the interactions to a large number of pairs
of modes, but at the same time to make the fitting procedure
possible, a model dielectric function taking into account the
interaction between modes with closest frequencies has been
derived. The validity of the model obtained has been tested on
a Tutton salt single crystal of K(2)Co(SO(4))(2).6H(2)O. The
recorded spectra from the ac crystal plane were fitted in order
to obtain best fit parameters. The comparison between the
experimentally recorded spectra and the model reflectance
function give good results and verify this model to be applicable.
PMID: 20194048

Ivic Kolevska S, Kocic B. Food contamination with
salmonella species in the Republic of Macedonia.
Foodborne Pathog Dis. 2009 Jun;6(5):627-30.

Department of Microbiology and Parasitology, Republic Institute
for Health Protection, Skopje, The Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia. snezanaivickolevska@hotmail.com

OBJECTIVES: To evaluate contamination with Salmonella of
food products from food markets in the Republic of Macedonia
by assessment of the most frequently contaminated food
products and the most frequently isolated serotypes of
Salmonella. METHODS: This is a retrospective study analyzing
data from the national database for microbiological safety of
food products for the period from 2003 to 2005 as well as a
prospective study for 2006 and 2007. Isolation and identification
of Salmonella spp. were performed in the Laboratory for
Sanitary Microbiology of the Republic Institute for Health
Protection in Skopje, Macedonia. All samples were tested
using the horizontal method for detection of Salmonella spp.,
according to ISO 6579:2002. Two immunological methods
were used: Singlepath and VIDAS Salmonella spp. in food.
RESULTS: Presence of Salmonella spp. was 0.04-0.06%
during 2003-2005, 0.63% in 2006, and 0.39% in 2007. During
the period 2003 to 2005, Salmonella spp. were most frequently
isolated from meat and meat products (75%), followed by milk
and dairy products. In 2006 and 2007, the most frequently
contaminated food products were mechanically separated
chicken meat (71% in 2006 and 75% in 2007). The most
frequent serogroups of Salmonella spp. in 2006 were C(1)
(47%), followed by B and D (17.6%), and F (11.7%). In 2007,
the most frequent serogroups of Salmonella spp. were C(1)
(50%), followed by D (20%), E(3) (15%), and B (10%).
CONCLUSIONS: We found an increasing trend in the
contamination level of food products with Salmonella spp.,
especially in 2006 and 2007, in which the most frequently
contaminated food products were mechanically separated
chicken meat, milk, dairy products, and sweets, and the most

frequently isolated serogroup was C(1). PMID: 19534594

Jakovski Z, Jankova R, Nikolova K, Spasevska L, Jovanovic
R, Janeska B. Forensic DNA expertise of incest in early
period of pregnancy. J Forensic Leg Med. 2011
Jan;18(1):34-7. Epub 2010 Dec 13.

Institute of Forensic Medicine, Criminology and Medical
Deontology, School of Medicine, University Ss. Cyril and
Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia. zlatedr@yahoo.com

Proving incest from tissue obtained by abortion early in
pregnancy can be a challenge. Problems include the small
quantity of embryonic tissue in the products of conception, and
the mixing of DNA from mother and embryo. In many cases,
this amorphous material cannot be grossly segregated into
maternal and fetal components. Thus, morphological
discrimination requires microscopy to select relevant tissue
particles from which DNA can be typed. This combination of
methods is reliable and efficient. In this article, we present two
cases of incest discovered by examination of products of
conception. PMID: 21216379

Jenkins D, Caubit X, Dimovski A, Matevska N, Lye CM,
Cabuk F, Gucev Z, Tasic V, Fasano L, Woolf AS. Analysis
of TSHZ2 and TSHZ3 genes in congenital pelvi-ureteric
junction obstruction. Nephrol Dial Transplant. 2010
Jan;25(1):54-60. Epub 2009 Sep 10.

Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Oxford,
John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford OX3 9DS, UK.
dagan.jenkins@imm.ox.ac.uk

BACKGROUND: Congenital pelvi-ureteric junction obstruction
(PUJO) affects 0.3% of human births. It may result from
aberrant smooth muscle development in the renal pelvis,
resulting in hydronephrosis. Mice that are null mutant for the
Teashirt3 (Tshz3) gene exhibit congenital PUJO with defective
smooth muscle differentiation and absent peristalsis in the
proximal ureter. METHODS: Given the phenotype of Tshz3
mutant mice, we considered that Teashirt genes, which code
for a family of transcription factors, might represent candidate
genes for human PUJO. To evaluate this possibility, we used
in situ hydridization to analyse the three mammalian Tshz
genes in mouse embryonic ureters and determined whether
TSHZ3 was expressed in the human embryonic ureter. TSHZ2
and TSHZ3 were sequenced in index cases with non-syndromic
PUJO. RESULTS: Tshz2 and Tshz3 genes were detected in
mouse ureters and TSHZ3 was expressed in the human
embryonic renal pelvis. Direct sequencing of TSHZ2 and
TSHZ3 did not identify any mutations in an initial cohort of 48
PUJO index cases, excluding these genes as a major cause of
this condition. A polymorphic missense change (E469G) in
TSHZ3 was identified at a residue highly conserved throughout
evolution in all Teashirt proteins, although subsequently no
significant difference between the E469G allele frequency in
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Albanian and Macedonian PUJO index cases (3.2%) versus
633 control individuals (1.7%) was found (P = 0.18).
CONCLUSIONS: Mutations in TSHZ2 and TSHZ3 are not a
major cause of PUJO, at least in Albanian and Macedonian
populations. Expression of these genes in the human fetal
ureter emphasizes the importance of analysing these genes in
other groups of patients with renal tract malformations. PMID:
19745106

Jordanova M, Miteva N, Santos N, Malhão F, Rocha E.
Crystalline inclusions in hepatocytes and associated
interhepatocytic macrophages from female Ohrid trout
(Salmo letnica Kar.). Tissue Cell. 2009 Aug;41(4):281-5.
Epub 2009 Feb 12.

Laboratory of Histology and Embryology, Institute of Biology,
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Gazi baba b.b.
1000 Skopje, Macedonia. majaj@pmf.ukim.mk

When characterizing the liver ultrastructure in Ohrid trout, we
noticed that cells often displayed unusual cytoplasmic crystalline
inclusions. Their morphology varied much, concerning the
size, shape and electron density, showing aspects never
reported in fish liver. In hepatocytes, the inclusions existed in
close topographical relationship with dense bodies (often within
them). Such “crystals” inclusions also existed in macrophages
and in biliary passages lumina. Data revealed seasonal/
breeding-related changes of the dense bodies and crystalline
inclusions within hepatocytes; decreasing from the earliest to
the more advanced ovary maturation stages. Additionally,
based on the negative correlations between the amounts of
dense bodies and of “crystals” and the ovary somatic ratio, we
suggested there might be connections between the sex steroids
status and the inclusions formation. A positive correlation
between the quantities of “crystals” and of dense bodies further
suggested that the inclusions might derive from normal
processes, e.g., the females’ cyclic liver changes, that involves
dense bodies’ turnover. However, a toxicological aetiology
cannot be excluded. Additionally, multiple mechanisms can
contribute to the “crystals” genesis. Facing literature reports
and because the inclusions content seemed washed out during
tissue processing, they are likely lipid in nature, but their exact
composition and genesis require further analyses. PMID:
19217133

Jordanova V, Maric NP, Alikaj V, Bajs M, Cavic T, Iosub D,
Mihai A, Szalontay A, Sartorius N. Prescribing practices in
psychiatric hospitals in Eastern Europe. Eur Psychiatry.
2010 Sep 7. [Epub ahead of print]

Imperial College London, Charing Cross Hospital Campus,
The Claybrook Centre, St. Dunstan’s Road, London W6 8RP,
United Kingdom.

BACKGROUND: There has been no evidence about the
prescribing practices in psychiatric care in Eastern Europe.

AIMS: To examine the patterns of psychotropic prescribing in
five countries of Eastern Europe. METHOD: We conducted a
one-day census of psychiatric treatments used in eight
psychiatric hospitals in Albania, Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia
and Romania. We examined clinical records and medication
charts of 1304 patients. RESULTS: The use of polypharmacy
was frequent across all diagnostic groups. Only 6.8% of
patients were on monotherapy. The mean number of prescribed
drugs was 2.8 (SD 0.97) with 26.5% receiving two drugs, 42.1%
receiving three drugs and 22.1% being prescribed four or more
psychotropic drugs. Typical antipsychotics were prescribed to
63% and atypical antipsychotics to 40% of patients with
psychosis. Older generations of antidepressants were
prescribed to 29% of patients with depression. Anxiolitic drugs
were prescribed to 20.4% and benzodiazepines to 68.5% of
patients. One third of patients received an anticholinergic drug
on a regular basis. CONCLUSIONS: Older generation
antipsychotics and antidepressants were used more frequently
than in the countries of Western Europe. Psychotropic
polypharmacy is a common practice. There is a need for
adopting more evidence-based practice in psychiatric care in
these countries. PMID: 20828993

Karadzinska-Bislimovska J, Minov J, Risteska-Kuc S,
Stoleski S, Mijakoski D, Todorov S, Basarovska V, Kisman-
Hristovska M, Agai-Demjaha T. National survey on
identifying vulnerable workers and availability of
occupational health services in the Republic of Macedonia.
Med Lav. 2010 Jul-Aug;101(4):262-75.

Institute for Occupational Health of R. Macedonia, Skopje, R.
Macedonia - WHO Collaborating Centre for Occupational
Health.

OBJECTIVE: In order to identify vulnerable groups and high
risk sectors which are at greater need of basic occupational
health services, we performed a questionnaire-based study
including, as key informants, different stakeholders and key
players in the process of improving health and safety at work.
METHODS: The Institute of Occupational Health of Macedonia
developed an specially designed questionnaire in collaboration
with the WHO Regional Office for Europe. Vulnerable groups/
sectors include: unemployed, female workers, workers aged
under 18 years, workers aged over 55 years and workers in the
informal sector, construction industry, textile industry,
agriculture, and the health care workers. The Likert scale
method was used to evaluate most of the questions in the
questionnaire, and the study subjects were instructed to give
their professional opinion in completing the questionnaire.
RESULTS: All examined groups/sectors were judged to have
high risk for occupationally related health problems by over
70% of the responders. Aging workers and workers in agriculture
and in the construction industry were judged to have the
highest risk for such problems, as well as low health status. All
examined groups/sectors were judged to have good availability
of primary health care services, while agriculture, unemployed,
the informal sector and young workers were judged as having
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poor availability of occupational health services. CONCLUSION:
The provision of Basic Occupational Health Services (BOHS)
incorporated in the framework of primary health care via the
public health approach was judged as a good conceptfor
Macedonia. PMID: 21090009

Karad•inska-Bislimovska J, Minov J, Stoleski S, Mijakoski
D, Risteska-Kuc S, Milkovska S. Environmental and
occupational health risks among agricultural workers
living in a rural community near petroleum refinery and
motorway in Skopje region. Arh Hig Rada Toksikol. 2010
Dec 1;61(4):415-24.

Institute for Occupational Health of Republic of Macedonia,
WHO Collaborating Center Skopje, II Makedonska Brigada 43,
Skopje, Republic of Macedonia. bislimovska_j@yahoo.com

To assess health risks in agricultural workers associated with
environmental exposure to pollutants released from a petroleum
refinery and from traffic, we performed a cross-sectional study
that included 119 randomly selected subjects divided in two
groups. Group 1 included 60 agricultural workers living in a
rural community near the petroleum refinery and a motorway
overpass, whereas Group 2 consisted of 59 agricultural workers
performing similar activities and living in a rural community with
no exposure to industrial and traffic pollutants. Risk assessment
included a questionnaire, blood pressure measurement,
spirometry, laboratory tests, and toxicological analysis. The
groups showed a similar prevalence of health problems, with
exception of muscle pain in the extremities, headache, and
fatigue, which were significantly more common in Group 1.
Diastolic blood pressure was higher in Group 1, but not
significantly (p=0.057). The same is true for blood carbon
monoxide. Significantly higher in Group 1 were blood
haemoglobin (p=0.001) and blood lead (p<0.001). Serum
cholinesterase activity was similar in both groups. Our findings
indicate the need of regular medical exams, ambient monitoring
and environmental impact assessment in agricultural population
in order to detect individuals at risk and to institute adequate
preventive measures. PMID: 21183433

Kocarev L, Zlatanov N, Trajanov D. Vulnerability of networks
of interacting Markov chains. Philos Transact A Math Phys
Eng Sci. 2010 May 13;368(1918):2205-19.

Macedonian Academy for Sciences and Arts, Skopje,
Macedonia. lkocarev@ucsd.edu

The concept of vulnerability is introduced for a model of
random, dynamical interactions on networks. In this model,
known as the influence model, the nodes are arranged in an
arbitrary network, while the evolution of the status at a node is
according to an internal Markov chain, but with transition
probabilities that depend not only on the current status of that
node but also on the statuses of the neighbouring nodes.
Vulnerability is treated analytically and numerically for several

networks with different topological structures, as well as for two
real networks—the network of infrastructures and the EU
power grid—identifying the most vulnerable nodes of these
networks. PMID: 20368242

Kocevski V, Pejov L. On the assessment of some new
meta-hybrid and generalized gradient approximation
functionals for calculations of anharmonic vibrational
frequency shifts in hydrogen-bonded dimers. J Phys Chem
A. 2010 Apr 1;114(12):4354-63.

Institute of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Sts. Cyril and
Methodius University, P.O. Box 162, 1001 Skopje, Republic of
Macedonia.

The performance of some recently proposed DFT functionals
by Truhlar’s group (mPW1B95, mPWLYP1W, PBELYP1W,
and PBE1W [Dahlke, E. E.; Truhlar, D. G. J. Phys. Chem. B
2005, 109, 317. Zhao, Y.; Truhlar, D. G. J. Phys. Chem. A 2004,
108, 6908.]) was tested primarily with respect to computation
of anharmonic vibrational frequency shifts upon hydrogen
bond formation in small molecular/ionic dimers. Five hydrogen-
bonded systems with varying hydrogen bond strengths were
considered: methanol-fluorobenzene, phenol-carbon monoxide
in ground neutral (S(0)) and cationic (D(0)) electronic states,
phenol-acetylene, and phenol-benzene(+). Anharmonic OH
stretching frequency shifts were calculated from the computed
vibrational potentials for free and hydrogen-bonded proton-
donor molecules. To test the basis set convergence properties,
all calculations were performed with 6-31++G(d,p) and 6-
311++G(2df,2pd) basis sets. The mPW1B95 functional was
found to perform remarkably better in comparison to more
standard functionals (such as B3LYP, mPW1PW91, PBE1PBE)
in the case of neutral dimers. In the case of cationic dimers,
however, this is not always the case. With respect to prediction
of anharmonic OH stretching frequency shifts upon ionization
of free phenol, all DFT levels of theory outperform MP2. Some
other aspects of the functional performances with respect to
computation of interaction and dissociation energies were
considered as well. PMID: 20218711

Kocsis E, Lagler H, Pesti N, Stich K, Kristóf K, Nagy K,
Hermann P, Komka K, Cekovska Z, Graninger W, Rozgonyi
F. Comparison of Austrian, Hungarian and Macedonian
methicillin-resistant and methicillin-sensitive
Staphylococcus aureus strains in relation to prevalence of
cytotoxin genes. Microb Pathog. 2009 Jun;46(6):328-36.
Epub 2009 Apr 12.

Institute of Medical Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine,
Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary.

Cytotoxin genes in 128 Austrian (AT) MSSA, 48 MRSA, 94
Hungarian (HU) MSSA, 110 MRSA and 67 Macedonian (MK)
MSSA, 81 MRSA strains were examined. The presence of alfa-
haemolysin gene (hla) was more common in HU MSSA strains
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compared to AT and MK (99%, 86%, 72%: p<0.001). AT and
MK MRSA harboured hlb genes more frequently compared to
HU (60%, 62%, 33%: p<0.001). HU and MK MRSA strains
carried gamma-haemolysin gene (hlg) in higher percentage in
contrast to AT (88%, 83%, 69%: p=0.01). Haemolysin gamma-
variant gene (hlgv) was more prevalent in HU MSSA compared
to AT and MK (84%, 56%, 69%: p<0.001). Panton-Valentine
leukocidin genes were found only in AT, HU, MK MSSA and MK
MRSA in 2.3%, 4%, 1.5% (p=0.53) and 1% (p=0.38),
respectively. The 3-gene combination pattern comprising of
hla, hlg and hld genes showed increased prevalence among
AT MSSA compared to HU (27%, 11%: p<0.001). The 4-gene
pattern composed of hla, hlg, hlgv and hld genes was significantly
characteristic for HU MRSA in contrast to AT and MK MRSA
(56%, 12.5%, 27%: p<0.001). Frequency of certain cytotoxin
genes and combinations differed significantly in Staphylococcus
aureus strains according to geographical origin and methicillin-
resistance. PMID: 19366626

Kormusoska NB, Cundeva K, Stafilov T. Electrothermal
atomic absorption spectrometric determination of
cadmium and lead in traces in aquatic systems following
flotation by two chromium(III) collectors. J Environ Sci
Health A Tox Hazard Subst Environ Eng. 2009
Oct;44(12):1274-81.

Krafting Grup, Skopje, Macedonia.

A fast flotation method for determination of cadmium and lead
in aquatic systems by two chromium(III) collectors is described.
The first collector is a colloid precipitate of hydrated chromium(III)
oxide, Cr2O3 x xH2O, while the second is a bulk chromium(III)
pentamethylene-dithiocarbamate, Cr(PMDTC)3. Cadmium and
lead present in water are incorporated into the collector mass
at pH 7.5 by addition of 20 mg of Cr(III) and 0.4 mmol of
pentamethyleneammonium pentamethylene-dithiocarbamate,
PMA-PMDTC, to 0.5 L water sample. A solid precipitate was
separated from the processed water system by air bubbles.
After dissolving with strong acid, the solution is tested by
electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry (ETAAS). The
limit of detection for Cd by flotation/ETAAS method is 0.002
microg L(-1), while for Pb is 0.04 microg L(-1). The precision of
the method is expressed as relative standard deviations ranging
of 5.0% for Cd (concentration range from 0.1 to 0.5 microg L(-
1)) and 4.25% for Pb (concentration range from 0.5 to 5 microg
L(-1)). The characteristic mass (mass that gives an integrated
absorbance of 0.0044 s) of 1.06 pg for Cd and 16.7 pg for Pb
were obtained. The method was validated by the standard
additions and by its application to the reference materials
(Surface water-SPS-SW-1, River Thames Water-LGC-6019).
PMID: 19847715

Krstevska V, Stojkovski I, Lukarski D. Concurrent
radiochemotherapy in advanced hypopharyngeal cancer.
Radiat Oncol. 2010 May 18;5:39.

Department of Head and Neck Cancer, University Clinic of
Radiotherapy and Oncology, Skopje, Macedonia.

BACKGROUND: Concurrent platinum-based
radiochemotherapy has been recommended as a standard of
care in patients with locally advanced squamous cell head and
neck carcinomas. Unfortunately, there is a lack of level one
evidence on best treatment approach for advanced
hypopharyngeal cancer. This report aims to summarize the
results of our study on concurrent radiochemotherapy in patients
with advanced hypopharyngeal cancer. METHODS: A
retrospective analysis of 41 patients with stage III-IV
hypopharyngeal cancer was performed. All patients were treated
with three dimensional conformal radiotherapy and received
70 Gy in 35 fractions (2 Gy per fraction, 5 fractions per week).
In dependence of the period when radiotherapy was realized,
two different treatment techniques were used. Concurrent
chemotherapy consisted of cisplatin 30 mg/m2 given on a
weekly basis. RESULTS: The median age was 52 years (range
29-70). Stage IV disease was recognized in 73.2% of the
patients. Complete response rates at the primary site and at the
metastatic neck lymph nodes were 68.3% and 36.6%,
respectively. A complete composite response was present in
27 patients (65.9%). Median follow-up was 13 months (range
7-36). Distant metastases as initial failure occurred in 7 patients
(46.7%). The 2-year local relapse-free survival and regional
relapse-free survival rates were 55.2% and 75.8%, respectively.
The 2-year locoregional relapse-free survival rate was 51.3%.
The 2-year disease-free survival and overall survival rates
were 29.3% and 32.8%, respectively. Confluent mucositis was
developed in 46.3% of patients. Leucopenia grade 1 was the
most frequent hematological toxicity. The median weight loss
at the end of treatment was 12% (range 5-21). The worst grade
of late toxicity was most commonly pronounced in the skin and
in the subcutaneous tissue. CONCLUSIONS: Based on
unsatisfactory results in our study we suggest that the use of
sequential radiochemotherapy or chemotherapy given
concomitantly with altered fractionation radiotherapy with the
implementation of intensity-modulated radiotherapy as
radiotherapy technique could represent treatment approaches
able to improve outcome in patients with advanced
hypopharyngeal cancer. PMCID: PMC2890021; PMID:
20482772

Krstevska-Konstantinova M, Jancevska A, Gucev Z.
Autoimmune thyroiditis and diabetes mellitus type 1 after
long-term gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist
treatment for central precocious puberty: evolution or
coincidence? J Pediatr Endocrinol Metab. 2010
Apr;23(4):403-6.

Department for Endocrinology and Genetics University Pediatric
Clinic, Skopje, Macedonia.
mkrstevskakonstantinova@yahoo.com

Very few abnormalities in endocrine function have been reported
during long term gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist
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(GnRHa) treatment in girls. Most authors agree that this
therapy is safe and effective. We present an unusual outcome
of long term GnRHa therapy in two girls with central precocious
puberty(CPP) of idiopathic or organic origin. They have received
monthly depot injections of triptorelin acetate for a time period
of 8 years. Thyroid function was examined by measuring serum
levels of thyrotropin (TSH), thyroxine (T4), thyroid antibodies,
and ultrasound of the thyroid gland. One of the girls was at the
age of 8.5 years, having elevated thyroid antibodies, mild
goitier and an abnormal ultrasound of the thyroid gland,
suggesting autoimmune thyroiditis. Another girl with a
hypothalamic hamartoma developed diabetes mellitus at the
age of 9 years. Both of these girls were early diagnosed for
CPP, at 6 months and 8 months respectively, and given
GnRHa treatment. So far, it is not known whether these
autoimmune diseases are related to the GnRHa treatment or
are simply a coincidence. However, we suggest a closer
monitoring of girls with CPP who have had a long period of
treatment. PMID: 20583547

Krstevska-Konstantinova M, Jancevska A, Kicova M, Gucev
Z. Weight, height and puberty in a cohort of Macedonian
girls. Med Arh. 2009;63(2):80-1.

Department of Endocrinology and Genetics, Pediatric Clinic,
University Cyril and Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia.

Obesity is becoming a growing problem in developed and
developing countries. Many studies report an increasing
incidence of obesity in the last decade. The aim of our transversal
epidemiological study was to evaluate the prevalence of
overweight children, auxological characteristics and pubertal
stage in healthy girls from first (200 girls), third (209), fifth (290)
and seventh (223) grade of school. In this study 928 girls were
evaluated through systematic school examinations in the
ambulance of municipality of Karposh, Skopje. The Rome and
Turkish nationality, as well as Serbian were present in a small
percentage, while detailed analysis was performed in the
Macedonian and Albanian population of girls. The initiation of
puberty (stage M2 or P2 by Tanner) was present in Macedonian
girls: 4.3% of children in first grade, 23% in third grade, and
51.7% in fifth grade. In Albanians, in first grade M2 is present
in 2.7%, in third grade 5.2%, and in fifth grade 46.9%. Body
mass index (BMI SDS) was +3.5 +/- 1.5 in 35% of Macedonian
girls and only 5% of Albanian girls. The Macedonian girls were
also significantly higher (p < 0.01) and more obese than the
Albanian girls. The pubertal stage was also more advanced in
Macedonian girls. Most of the obese children who were included
in the study reported increased consumption of fast food.
Although in the past years obesity was not a problem in our
country, it is becoming more severe with every year. PMID:
19537661

Kuzmanovska G, Polozhani A, Mikik V, Stavridis K,
Aleksoski B, Cvetanovska Z, Binnendijk R, Bosevska G.

Mumps outbreak in the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, January 2008-June 2009: epidemiology and
control measures. Euro Surveill. 2010 Jun 10;15(23). pii:
19586.

Department for Communicable Diseases, Institute of Public
Health, Skopje, former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

Between January 2008 and June 2009, the Institute of Public
Health received 16,352 notifications of mumps cases through
routine surveillance: young people aged 15-19 years were
most affected. PMID: 20546692

Kuzmanovski I, Novic M, Trpkovska M. Automatic
adjustment of the relative importance of different input
variables for optimization of counter-propagation artificial
neural networks. Anal Chim Acta. 2009 May 29;642(1-
2):142-7. Epub 2009 Jan 25.

Institut za hemija, PMF, Univerzitet Sv. Kiril i Metodij, P.O. Box
162, 1001 Skopje, Macedonia.
shigor@iunona.pmf.ukim.edu.mk

In this work we present a quantitative structure-activity
relationship study with 49 peptidic molecules, inhibitors of the
HIV-1 protease. The modelling was preformed using counter-
propagation artificial neural networks (CPANN), an algorithm
which has been proven as a valuable tool for data analysis. The
initial pre-processing of the data involved auto-scaling, which
gives equal importance to all the variables considered in the
model. In order to enhance the influence of some of the
variables that carry valuable information for improvement of
the model, we introduce a novel approach for adjustment of the
relative importance of different input variables. Having involved
a genetic algorithm, the relative importance was adjusted
during the training of the CPANN. The proposed approach is
capable of finding simpler efficient models, when compared to
the approach with the original, i.e. equally important input
variables. A simpler model also means more robust and less
subjected to the overfitting model, therefore we consider the
proposed procedure as a valuable improvement of the CPANN
algorithm. PMID: 19427469

Ljubic A, Trajkovski V. Refractive errors in children and
young adults with Down’s syndrome. Acta Ophthalmol.
2011 Jun;89(4):324-7. doi: 10.1111/j.1755-
3768.2009.01676.x. Epub 2009 Oct 16.

Medika Plus (Private Polyclinic), Skopje, Macedonia.
antonelalubik@yahoo.com

Erratum in Acta Ophthalmol. 2011 Aug;89(5):500. Antonela,
Ljubic [corrected to Ljubic, Antonela]; Vladimir, Trajkovski
[corrected to Trajkovski, Vladimir].

PURPOSE: Down’s syndrome (DS) is the most common
chromosomal anomaly. Numerous ophthalmic features have
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been reported. The aim of our study was to investigate the
incidence of refractive errors in children and young adults with
DS in Macedonia. METHODS: Fifty-six children and young
adults with DS, aged 2-28 years, from Macedonia, underwent
slit-lamp examination, ocular motility and refraction. RESULTS:
The overall incidence of refractive errors in the Macedonian
children and young adults with DS was 96.4%. A total of 17.8%
of the subjects had myopia, 23.2% had hypermetropia and
55.3% had astigmatism. Strabismus was seen in 13 (23.2%) of
the subjects (nine had esotropia, three had exotropia, one had
hypertropia). CONCLUSIONS: The incidence of refractive
errors in Macedonian children and young adults with DS was
similar to that in Asian children. Compared with White
(Caucasian) and Asian children with DS, Macedonian children
and young adults exhibited lower incidences of hypermetropia
and myopia, and a higher incidence of astigmatism, in which
oblique astigmatism represented the predominant type. PMID:
19843014

Lo Brutto S, Hristovski N, Arculeo M. Genetic divergence
between morphological forms of brown trout Salmo trutta
L. in  the Balkan region of Macedonia. J Fish Biol. 2010
Apr;76(5):1220-7.

Dipartimento di Biologia Animale G. Reverberi, Università di
Palermo, Palermo, Italy. sabrilob@unipa.it

The objective of this study was to characterize the genetic
structure of two Balkan brown trout morphotypes, Salmo
macedonicus and Salmo pelagonicus, and to test whether
molecular traits support the species’ status proposed by
traditional morphological identification. The mitochondrial DNA
12S-rDNA, cyt b and control region genes were sequenced in
15 specimens collected from three localities in the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. The results of these markers
did not support the taxonomic category of species but confirmed
the existence of two morphotypes, Salmo trutta macedonicus
and Salmo trutta pelagonicus, in the Aegean-Adriatic lineages
of the Salmo trutta species complex. PMID: 20409173

Makreski P, Jovanovski G. Minerals from Macedonia XXIII.
Spectroscopic and structural characterization of schorl
and beryl cyclosilicates. Spectrochim Acta A Mol Biomol
Spectrosc. 2009 Aug;73(3):460-7. Epub 2008 Jul 17.

Institute of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, SS. Cyril and
Methodius University, Arhimedova 5, 1000 Skopje, Republic of
Macedonia. petremak@iunona.pmf.ukim.edu.mk

IR and Raman spectroscopy study on two collected cyclosilicate
species: schorl (from tourmaline group),
Na(Fe,Mg)(3)Al(6)(BO(3))(3)Si(6)O(18)(OH,F)(4) and beryl
(Be,Mg,Fe)(3)Al(2)Si(6)O(18) were carried out. Although beryl
is nominally anhydrous mineral, vibrational results strongly
indicate that H(2)O molecules exist in the structural channels.
The number of vibrational bands and their frequencies revealed

the presence of H(2)O type II, in which C(2) symmetry axis of
the water molecule is parallel to the structural channel (and to
the c-axis of beryl). On the other hand, it was found that
observed bands in the IR and Raman OH stretching region of
the other tourmaline varieties appear as a result of the cation
combinations involving dominant presence of Mg and Fe
cations in the Y structural sites. The strong indication derived
from the vibrational spectroscopic results that the studied
mineral represents a schorl variety, coincide very well with the
results obtained by powder X-ray diffraction and X-ray
microprobe analysis. Both minerals show IR spectral similarities
in the region below 1500 cm(-1), whereas the resemblance
between the Raman spectra (1500-100 cm(-1)) is less expressed
confirming that these spectra are more sensitive to compositional
changes and to structural disorder. The identification of both
minerals was additionally supported by studying the powder X-
ray diffraction diagrams. PMID: 18722809

Milgroom MG, Sotirovski K, Risteski M, Brewer MT.
Heterokaryons and parasexual recombinants of
Cryphonectria parasitica in two clonal populations in
southeastern Europe. Fungal Genet Biol. 2009
Nov;46(11):849-54. Epub 2009 Jul 27.

Department of Plant Pathology and Plant-Microbe Biology,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA. mgm5@cornell.edu

Evidence for parasexuality in natural populations of haploid
fungi requires the demonstration of diploids or heterokaryons
and recombinant genotypes in the absence of sex. We studied
clonal populations of the chestnut blight fungus, Cryphonectria
parasitica, in southeastern Europe and found evidence of
parasexuality in two locations. In Osoj, Macedonia, we found
one isolate (Os05-66) that had two alleles at six codominant
loci, giving a haplotype that was a composite of two clones in
this population. Six single-conidial isolates from Os05-66 had
two alleles at some loci, suggesting partial diploidy or aneuploidy,
and we found four recombinant haplotypes among single-
conidial isolates from hyphal-tip isolates of the same isolate. In
Teano, Italy, we found two heterokaryon isolates that were
partial composites of two dominant clones. Single-conidial
isolates from hyphal-tip isolates had recombinant haplotypes.
These results provide evidence that is consistent with the
hypothesis of parasexuality in C. parasitica in Europe, similar
to an earlier report in a natural population in the USA. PMID:
19643198

Minov J, Karadzinska-Bislimovska J, Vasilevska K,
Risteska-Kuc S, Stoleski S. Effects of passive smoking at
work on respiratory symptoms, lung function, and
bronchial responsiveness in never-smoking office cleaning
women. Arh Hig Rada Toksikol. 2009 Sep;60(3):327-34.

Health and GA2LEN Collaborating Center, Institute for
Occupational Health of R. Macedonia - WHO Collaborating
Center for Occupational, Skopje, Macedonia.
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This cross-sectional study compares respiratory symptoms,
lung function, and bronchial responsiveness between 27 office
cleaning women exposed to environmental tobacco smoke at
work and 57 unexposed controls. The age range of both groups
was 24 to 56 years, and none of the women had ever smoked.
Information on respiratory symptoms, cleaning work history,
and passive smoking in the workplace were obtained with a
questionnaire. The subjects also took a skin prick test to
common inhalant allergens, a lung function test, and a histamine
challenge. Despite smoking restriction in indoor environments,
we found a high prevalence of passive smokers in the workplace
(32.1 %). In these subjects we found a significantly higher
prevalence of wheezing with breathlessness (25.9 % vs. 8.8 %;
P=0.036), wheezing without cold (25.9 % vs. 7.0 %; P=0.016),
and breathlessness after effort (29.6 % vs. 8.8 %; P=0.014)
than in control subjects. Objective measurements showed a
significantly lower MEF25 (53.6 % vs. 63.7 %; P=0.001) and a
significantly higher prevalence of borderline bronchial
hyperresponsiveness (22.2 % vs. 7.0 %; P=0.044) in the
passive smokers in the workplace. This study provides evidence
of adverse respiratory effects in office cleaning women
associated with passive smoking in the workplace. Our findings
support a stricter implementation of the current national law to
protect respiratory health of all workers. PMID: 19789162

Minov J, Karadzinska-Bislimovska J, Vasilevska K, Trajceva
L, Risteska-Kuc S, Stoleski S, Mijakoski D. Respiratory
and nasal symptoms, immunological changes and lung
function among petroleum refinery workers. Med Lav.
2010 Sep-Oct;101(5):364-74.

Institute of Occupational Health—WHO Collaborating Center
for Occupational Health, Skopje, R. Macedonia.
minovj@hotmail.com

OBJECTIVE: To assess adverse respiratory effects and
immunological changes among petroleum refinery workers.
METHODS: We performed a cross-sectional study including
80 subjects employed in the coking unit of a petroleum refinery
(54 males and 26 females, aged 28-56 years, duration of
exposure 7-28 years) and an equal number of office workers,
matched by sex, age and smoking habits. Asthma and allergic
rhinitis diagnosed by a physician, as well as respiratory and
nasal symptoms in the last 12 months, were recorded by
questionnaire. Evaluation of the subjects under study also
included skin prick tests for common inhalable allergens and
lung function tests. RESULTS: We found a similar prevalence
of asthma and allergic rhinitis in both examined groups.
Prevalence of overall respiratory symptoms was higher among
petroleum refinery workers (33.7% vs. 22.5%) with a statistically
significant difference for cough (30.0% vs. 13. 7%, p = 0.018)
and wheezing (21.1% vs. 8.6%, p = 0.029). Prevalence of
overall nasal symptoms was higher among petrol refinery
workers (36.2% vs. 23.7%) with a statistically significant
difference for runny nose (28.7% vs. 12.5%, p = 0.014). We

found a similar prevalence of allergic sensitization to common
inhalable allergens in both examined groups. The results  of
lung function tests showed significantly lower value of MEF50
(61.9% vs. 67.4%, p = 0.019) and MEF75 (56.1% vs. 62.9%, p
= 0.000) among petroleum refinery workers. Respiratory
impairment was observed in both smoking and non-smoking
petroleum refinery workers. CONCLUSION: Our data suggest
that workplace exposure among petroleum refinery workers
may lead to respiratory and nasal symptoms and lung function
impairment. PMID: 21105591

Mirceski V, Dzimbova T, Sefer B, Krakutovski G.
Electrochemistry of coupled electron-ion transfer of a
heme-like complex in an artificial organic membrane.
Bioelectrochemistry. 2010 Jun;78(2):147-54. Epub 2009
Sep 21.

Institute of Chemistry Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, Ss Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. valentin@pmf.ukim.mk

The electrochemistry of a heme-like complex 5,10,15,20-
tetraphenylporphyriniron(III) chloride (Fe(III)-TPP-Cl)
embedded in a lipophilic artificial membrane is studied by
means of voltammetric techniques.The experimental system
used comprises of a thin organic membrane hosting the redox
probe, sandwiched between edge plane pyrolytic graphite
electrode and an aqueous electrolyte solution. In the course of
the voltammetric experiment the redox transformation of Fe(III)-
TPP-Cl at the electrode|membrane interface is accompanied
by concomitant ion transfer reactions across the
membrane|water interface. The overall electrochemical process
proceeds as a coupled electron-ion transfer reaction providing
insight into energetic and kinetic aspects of the complex
membrane charge-transfer reactions. The membrane
electrochemistry of Fe(III)-TPP-Cl involves two quasireversible
redox transformations typical for the Fe(III)/Fe(II) couple. Both
redox processes are coupled with a chemical reactions
proceeding inside the membrane as well as by complex ion
transfer reactions across the membrane|water interface
comprising chloride expulsion from the membrane and cation
ingress from the aqueous phase. PMID: 19833562

Mirceski V, Tomovski Z. Voltammetry based on fractional
diffusion. J Phys Chem B. 2009 Mar 5;113(9):2794-9.

Institute of Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, Ss Cyril and Methodius University, P.O. Box
162, 1000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
valentin@iunona.pmf.ukim.edu.mk

A cyclic voltammetric experiment governed by anomalous
diffusion of an electroactive species is theoretically analyzed
by means of fractional calculus. The diffusion mass transfer
under semi-infinite conditions at a planar electrode is ascribed
by a Fick’s second law-like differential equation in which the
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time derivative of the concentration function is of a fractional
order alpha, ranging from 0 to 1. Rigorous solutions relating the
concentrations of electroactive species with the electric current
are derived by means of the Wright function for the case of a
simple reversible electrode reaction of two chemically stable
redox-active species having identical diffusion coefficients. A
general mathematical solution for a voltammetric experiment,
relating the surface concentrations with the current and electrode
potential, is presented in the form of an integral equation. On
the basis of the latter solution, the cyclic voltammetric experiment
is simulated under variety of conditions, in order to inspect the
influence of the fractional parameter alpha and to reveal its
physical significance. Aiming to explain peculiar features of
cyclic voltammograms, concentration profiles of electroactive
species, together with the Cottrell-like equation, are analyzed
for various alpha values. It has been established that the shape
of a cyclic voltammogram depends strongly on alpha, varying
from a steady-state sigmoid shape when alpha —> 0 to a
conventional peak-like shape for alpha —> 1. Whereas the
midpeak potential is independent of alpha, the peak currents
are proportional to upsilon(alpha/2), where upsilon is the
sweep rate. PMID: 19243202

Mitrev Z, Belostotski V, Veljanovska L, Hristov N. Images
in cardio-thoracic surgery: DeBekay repair for type III
thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm. Eur J Cardiothorac
Surg. 2009 May;35(5):905. Epub 2009 Mar 9.

Special Hospital for Surgery Filip Vtori, Skopje, Macedonia.

No abstract available. PMID: 19269842

Mitrev Z, Veljanovska L, Hristov N. Images in cardiothoracic
surgery. Aorto-bilateral-femoral-bilateral-popliteal bypass
for Leriche syndrome with occlusion of both superficial
femoral arteries. Ann Thorac Surg. 2009 Aug;88(2):683.

Special Hospital for Surgery Filip Vtori, Skopje, Macedonia.

No abstract available. PMID: 19632449

Mitrev Z. Hemodynamic monitoring for less invasive
cardiovascular surgery. Lijec Vjesn. 2010;132 Suppl 1:9-
10.

Special hospital for surgery “Filip Vtori”, Skopje, Macedonia.

Surgery does not start with the incision and end with skin
suturing. Successful surgical outcome depends on close
interaction between the anesthesiology, surgery and intensive
care units (ICU). Adequate patient monitoring is essential part
of all aforementioned departments. Using adequate
hemodynamic and neurologic monitoring, less invasive
anaesthesia with less invasive cardiac and vascular surgery
can be performed safely, leading to better surgical results,

greater patient comfort and satisfaction, and reduced hospital
stay. PMID: 20715710

Mitrovska S, Jovanova S. Low-molecular weight heparin
enoxaparin in the treatment of acute coronary syndromes
without ST segment elevation. Bratisl Lek Listy.
2009;110(1):45-8.

Department of Cardiology, Military Hospital, Skopje, Macedonia.
mitrovska2000@yahoo.com

OBJECTIVES: We compared the incidence of adverse cardiac
outcomes of enoxaparin vs unfractionated heparin in the
management of ACS-NSTE. BACKGROUND: Low-molecular-
weight heparins are the potential new standard in the treatment
of acute coronary syndromes without ST-segment elevation
(ACS-NSTE). The benefit is addressed to significant diminution
of the adverse clinical events—recurrent angina (RA),
myocardial infarction (MI), heart failure (HF), cerebrovascular
insult (ICV), coronary artery by-pass graft (CABG), percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI) and death. METHODS: Sixty
patients with ACS-NSTE were randomised to receive
Enoxaparin 1 mg/kg body weight s.c twice daily (n=30) and
unfractionated heparin (Heparin - “Biochemie” 25.000 IU/5 ml),
according to Rashke nomogram (n=30). The end point were
RA, MI, HF, ICV, CABG, PCI and death at day 180. The
Kaplan-Meier estimation technique was used to compared the
time to events for two treatments. A p<0.05 was considered to
indicate significance. RESULTS: For 180 days, RA, MI, HF,
ICV and death were lower in the Enoxaparin vs UFH group
(36.6% vs 73.3%, p=0.001), (30% vs 53.3%, p=0.05), (13.3%
vs 23.3%, p=0.31), (3.3% vs 10%, p=0.29), (3.3% vs 10%,
p=0.31), respectively. CABG were similar 13.3% (p=0.96). PCI
were performing in 33.3% in UFH vs 90% in LMWH (p=0.0001).
CONCLUSION: The use of Enoxaparin in ACS-NSTE schows
impressive decrease of incidence of ischemic events (Fig. 7,
Ref. 8). Full Text (Free, PDF) www.bmj.sk.  PMID: 19408831

Nada PJ. Heart rate variability in the assessment and
biofeedback training of common mental health problems
in children. Med Arh. 2009;63(5):244-8.

Department for Psychophysiology, Pediatric Clinic, Faculty of
Medicine, Skopje, R Macedonia. npopjordanova@gmail.com

Heart rate variability (HRV) is a measure of the beat-to-beat
variations in heart rate related to the work of autonomic
nervous system. It may serve as a psychophysiological indicator
for arousal, emotional state and stress level. We used this
parameter in both the assessment and biofeedback training,
for dealing with five groups of common mental health problem
in school children (anxious-phobic, somatoform, obsessive-
compulsive, attention deficit hyperactivity and conduct
disorders). The obtained results were compared with healthy
children at the same age. In order to define the four main
characteristics of personality (extroversion/introversion,
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neuroticism/stability, psychopathological traits and honesty)
Eysenck Personality Questionnaire was applied. Results
showed significantly higher psychopathological traits in ADHD
and somatoform group, lower extroversion in somatoform,
higher neurotism in OCD and lower lie scores in ADHD and
OCD groups. As HRV instrument we used Heart Math Freeze-
Framer System. After 15 sessions of training, children from
nearby all groups showed improved high and medium HRV
which corresponded to the improved clinical outcome. Hereby,
the best results were obtained for conduct and anxiety disorder,
and the worst for ADHD. PMID: 20380120

Naletoski I, Kirandziski T, Mitrov D, Krstevski K, Dzadzovski
I, Acevski S. Gaps in brucellosis eradication campaign in
sheep and goats in Republic of Macedonia: lessons learned.
Croat Med J. 2010 Aug;51(4):351-6.

Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Skopje, Macedonia,
naletoski@fvm.ukim.edu.mk

AIM: To identify why “test and slaughter policy” for eradication
of brucellosis did not significantly reduce the prevalence in
sheep and goats in Macedonia. METHOD: Coverage of sampled
vs expected number of sheep and goats, absolute number of
positive animals, prevalence, frequency distribution, and classes
of disease prevalence were retrospectively analyzed at the
village level for 2004-2006. A comparative analysis of the
disease prevalence in the investigated villages was also
performed. The percentage of slaughtered animals was
analyzed for 2000-2006. RESULTS: We found differences
between the expected and actual number of sampled animals,
which were related to the type of livestock breeding. Traditionally
maintained flocks and migratory flocks were considered to be
responsible for the transmission of the disease. The absolute
number of positive animals and the number of infected vs non-
infected holdings did not decrease over the study period. Most
of the villages had between 1 and 10 positive animals. Between
2000 and 2006, 55% of the positive animals were slaughtered,
41% in 2001 and up to 79% in 2002. Moreover, in 2005 and
2006, 34% and 53% of sheep and goats were found to be
positive at the slaughter line, respectively, demonstrating that
only 21%-23%  of the infected animals were correctly removed
from the herds. CONCLUSION: Based on the findings of this
study, Macedonia changed its control strategy from “test and
slaughter” to a vaccination policy for sheep and goats in 2008.
PMCID: PMC2931441; PMID: 20718089

Pavlovska I, Orovchanec N, Stefanovski T, Zafirova-
Ivanovska B. Tobacco use and the risk of lung cancer in
Macedonia. Bratisl Lek Listy. 2009;110(5):319-23.

Institute of Epidemiology and Biostatics with Medical Informatics,
Skopje, Republic of Macedonia. ipavlova@unet.com.mk

INTRODUCTION: Lung cancer (LC) is one of the most common
diseases in the world. Smoking is the most important “lifestyle”

risk-factor attributed to the development of LC. OBJECTIVE:
The aim of the study was to determine the existence of a causal
association between cigarette smoking and the development
and distribution of LC. MATERIAL AND METHODS: The case-
control study was conducted in 91 patients with LC (investigated
group-IG) and the same number of persons without malignant
disease (control group-CG). Both groups were interviewed
between 14 July 2005 and 14 July 2006. Risk analyses were
done using unconditional logistic regression, which provided
results in the form of crude odds ratio. The odds ratios and their
95% confidence intervals (CI) were computed. RESULTS:
Cigarette smoking is wide spread among men with LC (68%),
while in CG this percent is 40.3%. In IG, among females,
current smokers and nonsmokers are represented equally.
More than a half of the LC patients smoke between 21-40 c/d
(56.8%). Smokers and ex-smokers have 4.05 (95% CI 1.78 <
OR < 9.19) times significantly higher risk to become ill compared
to the non-smokers. The risk for becoming ill is 9.33 (95% CI
3.56 < OR < 24.48) times higher in smokers who smoke >20 c/
d (p<0.01) compared to nonsmokers. The risk for developing
LC is 4.55 (95 % CI 1.86 < OR < 11.12) times higher in persons
smoking >15 years >20 c/g, compared to those who smoke <15
years <20 c/d. CONCLUSION: Our study supports the statement
that cigarette smoking is by far the most important risk factor for
LC. Concerted control of smoking appears to be an important
priority in LC prevention, including efforts to prevent adolescents
from starting to smoke at an early age (Tab. 2, Fig. 2, Ref. 22).
Full Text (Free, PDF) www.bmj.sk. PMID: 19507672

Pejov L, Spångberg D, Hermansson K. Al3+, Ca2+, Mg2+,
and Li+ in aqueous solution: calculated first-shell
anharmonic OH vibrations at 300 K. J Chem Phys. 2010
Nov 7;133(17):174513.

Institute of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Sts. Cyril and
Methodius University, P.O. Box 162, 1000 Skopje, Republic of
Macedonia.

The anharmonic OH stretching vibrational frequencies, í(OH),
for the first-shell water molecules around the Li(+), Ca(2+),
Mg(2+), and Al(3+) ions in dilute aqueous solutions have been
calculated based on classical molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations and quantum-mechanical (QM) calculations. For
Li(+)(aq), Ca(2+)(aq),  Mg(2+)(aq), and Al(3+)(aq), our
calculated IR frequency shifts, Äí(OH), with respect to the gas-
phase water frequency, are about -300, -350, -450, and -750
cm(-1), compared to -290, -290, -420, and -830 cm(-1) from
experimental infrared (IR) studies. The agreement is thus quite
good, except for the order between Li(+) and Ca(2+). Given
that the polarizing field from the Ca(2+) ion ought to be larger
than that from Li(+)(aq), our calculated result seems reasonable.
Also the absolute OH frequencies agree well with experiment.
The method we used is a sequential four-step procedure:
QM(electronic) to make a force field+MD
simulation+QM(electronic) for point-charge-embedded M(n+)
(H(2)O)(y) (second shell) (H(2)O)(z) (third shell)
clusters+QM(vibrational) to yield the OH spectrum. The many-
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body Ca(2+)-water force-field presented in this paper is new.
IR intensity-weighting of the density-of-states frequency
distributions was carried out by means of the squared dipole
moment derivatives. PMID: 21054057

Pesevska S, Nakova M, Ivanovski K, Angelov N, Kesic L,
Obradovic R, Mindova S, Nares S. Dentinal hypersensitivity
following scaling and root planing: comparison of low-
level laser and topical fluoride treatment. Lasers Med Sci.
2010 Sep;25(5):647-50. Epub 2009 Jun 1.

Faculty of Dentistry, University St. Cyril and Methodius, Skopje,
Macedonia. pesevska@gmail.com

The aim of this study is to compare the effectiveness of low-
level laser irradiation to traditional topical fluoride treatment for
treatment choices of dentinal hypersensitivity following scaling
and root planing. The experimental group (15 patients) was
treated with low-energy-level diode laser at each site of dentinal
hypersensitivity following scaling and root planning. The control
group (15 patients) received topical fluoride treatment (protective
varnish for desensitization). All the patients were treated at
baseline visit, and then at day 2 and 4 after the initial treatment;
the pain was subjectively assessed by the patients as strong,
medium, medium low, low, or no pain. Total absence of the
dental hypersensitivity was reported in 26.66% of the examined
group even after the second visit, compared to the control
group where complete resolution of the hypersensitivity was
not present after the second visit in any of the treated cases.
Complete absence of pain was achieved in 86.6% of patients
treated with laser and only in 26.6% in the fluoride treated
group, after the third visit. Based on our findings, we conclude
that low-energy biostimulative laser treatment can be
successfully used for treatment of dental hypersensitivity
following scaling and root planing. PMID: 19484401

Pluncevic-Gligoroska J, Manchevska S, Bozhinovska L.
Psychomotor speed in young adults with different level of
physical activity. Med Arh. 2010;64(3):139-43.

Institute of Medical, Experimental and Applied Physiology,
Medical Faculty, University “Ss Cyril and Methodius”, Skopje,
R. Macedonia. jasnapg@yahoo.com

AIM: This paper presents the relationship between physical
activity and cognitive function in young adults. We set a
hypothesis that there might be a relationship  between the level
of physical activity and psychomotor response on the Trial
Making Test (TMT). Physical exercise influences on many
aspects of cognitive functioning and has a huge effect on the
general mental health. The benefits of exercise are best
defined in the field of learning, memorizing of executive functions,
protection from neurodegenerative changes and onset of
depression. METHODS: This investigation included 90 healthy
subjects with mean age of 21.2 years, range from 16 to 35
years, divided into three groups according to the level of

physical activity: low, moderate and high. Each group consisted
of 30 subjects, adjusted by gender, age and level of education.
TMT was applied and it assessed visual conceptual abilities
and visual motor tracking. RESULTS: Statistical analysis
showed a significant difference of the TMT results between the
examined groups. Subjects in the group with a low level of
physical activity required a longer time to finish both parts of the
test (TMT A = 31.98 4 10.14; TMT B = 79.70 4 22.33) than
subjects in the group with a moderate level of physical activity
(26.3749.45; 68.23 4 22.39). Time necessary for completion of
the test in the group with a moderate level of physical activity
was longer (25.30 4 5.12; 60.67 4 14.24) than in athletes but
without a statistical significance. CONCLUSION: The results
obtained support the hypothesis that physical activity can have
a positive impact on psychomotor abilities in young adults.
PMID: 20645504

Pop-Jordanov J, Pop-Jordanova N. Neurophysical
substrates of arousal and attention. Cogn Process. 2009
Feb;10 Suppl 1:S71-9. Epub 2008 Oct 31.

Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts, P.O. Box 428,
1000, Skopje, Macedonia. jpj@manu.edu.mk

The study of arousal and attention could be of prominent
importance for elucidating both fundamental and practical
aspects of the mind-brain puzzle. Defined as “general activation
of mind” (Kahnemann in Attention and effort. Prentice-Hall,
New Jersey, 1973), or “general operation of consciousness”
(Thacher and John in Functional neuroscience: foundations of
cognitive processing. Erlbaum, Hillsdale, 1977), arousal can
be considered as a starting point of fundamental research on
consciousness. Similar role could be assigned to attention,
which can be defined by substituting the attributes “general”
with “focused”. Concerning the practical applications, the
empirically established correlation between neuronal oscillations
and arousal/attention levels is widely used in research and
clinics, including neurofeedback, brain-computer
communication, etc. However, the neurophysical mechanism
underlying this correlation is still not clear enough. In this paper,
after reviewing some present classical and quantum
approaches, a transition probability concept of arousal based
on field-dipole quantum interactions and information entropy is
elaborated. The obtained analytical expressions and numerical
values correspond to classical empirical results for arousal and
attention, including the characteristic frequency dependence
and intervals. Simultaneously, the fundamental (substrate)
role of EEG spectrum has been enlightened, whereby the
attention appears to be a bridge between arousal and the
content of consciousness. Finally, some clinical implications,
including the brain-rate parameter as an indicator of arousal
and attention levels, are provided. PMID: 18975019

Pop-Jordanova N, Gucev Z. Game-based peripheral
biofeedback for stress assessment in children. Pediatr Int.
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2010 Jun;52(3):428-31. Epub 2009 Oct 23.

Pediatric Clinic, Medical Faculty Skopje, Skopje, Macedonia.
npopjordanova@gmail.com

BACKGROUND: Peripheral biofeedback is considered to be
an efficient method for assessment and stress mitigation in
children. The aim of the present study was to assess the levels
of stress and stress mitigation in healthy school children
(HSC), in children with cystic fibrosis (CF), general anxiety
(GA) and attention-deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
METHODS: Each investigated group (HSC, CF, GA, ADHD)
consisted of 30 school-aged children from both sexes.
Psychological characteristics were evaluated on Eysenck
Personality Questionnaire (EPQ). The lie scale was used to
determine participant honesty. Four biofeedback games using
a pulls detector were applied for assessment of the stress
levels as well as to evaluate ability to relax. RESULTS: EPQ
found more psychopathological traits (P < 0.001) and less
extroversion (P < 0.001) in children with GA and ADHD. In
addition, high neurotic tendencies were found in children with
CF (P < 0.01) and GA (P < 0.01). Unexpectedly, the lie scale
was lower in ADHD children (P < 0.01) than in all other groups
(HSC, CF, GA). The Magic blocks score was significantly
different in relaxation levels between control and CF children
(P < 0.05). Speed in the game Canal was significantly different
in relaxation levels between healthy controls and all other
groups, but no changes in pulls, as a relaxation measure, were
found during the game. The CF group had much more
commissions stemming from impulsivity (t= 5.71, P < 0.01),
while the GA and ADHD children had more inattention omissions
(P < 0.05). Strong negative correlation between age and pulls
(r= 0.49, P= 0.003) and strong negative correlation between
age and omissions (r=-0.86, P= 0.029) were found among all
groups analyzed. CONCLUSIONS: The ability to learn stress
mediation is correlated with age. All three groups of children
had significantly lower relaxation levels when compared to
healthy controls. Relaxation was more difficult for children with
GA or ADHD, and easier for children with CF. PMID: 19863753

Pop-Jordanova N, Zorcec T, Demerdzieva A, Gucev Z.
QEEG characteristics and spectrum weighted frequency
for children diagnosed as autistic spectrum disorder.
Nonlinear Biomed Phys. 2010 Sep 30;4(1):4.

Pediatric Clinic, Faculty of Medicine, University of Skopje,
Macedonia. npopjordanova@gmail.com.

BACKGROUND: Autistic spectrum disorders are a group of
neurological and developmental disorders associated with
social, communication, sensory, behavioral and cognitive
impairments, as well as restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior,
activities, or interests.The aim of this study was a) to analyze
QEEG findings of autistic patients and to compare the results
with data base; and b) to introduce the calculation of spectrum
weighted frequency (brain rate) as an indicator of general
mental arousal in these patients. RESULTS: Results for Q-

EEG shows generally increased delta-theta activity in frontal
region of the brain. Changes in QEEG pattern appeared to be
in a non-linear correlation with maturational processes.Brain
rate measured in CZ shows slow brain activity (5. 86) which is
significantly lower than normal and corresponds to low general
mental arousal.Recent research has shown that autistic
disorders have as their basis disturbances of neural connectivity.
Neurofeedback  seems capable of remediating such
disturbances when these data are considered as part of
treatment planning. CONCLUSIONS: Prognosis of this
pervasive disorder depends on the intellectual abilities: the
better intellectual functioning, the possibilities for life adaptation
are higherQEEG shows generally increased delta-theta activity
in frontal region of the brain which is related to poor cognitive
abilities. Brain rate measured in CZ shows slow brain activity
related to under arousal.Pharmacotherapy combined with
behavior therapy, social support and especially neurofeedback
technique promise slight improvements. PMCID: PMC2959057;
PMID: 20920283

Priebe S, Bogic M, Ajdukovic D, Franciskovic T, Galeazzi
GM, Kucukalic A, Lecic-Tosevski D, Morina N, Popovski M,
Wang D, Schützwohl M. Mental disorders following war in
the Balkans: a study in 5 countries. Arch Gen Psychiatry.
2010 May;67(5):518-28.

Unit for Social and Community Psychiatry, Barts and the
London School of Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary
University of London, London E13 8SP, England.
priebe@qmul.ac.uk

CONTEXT: War experience may affect mental health. However,
no community-based study has assessed mental disorders
several years after war using consistent random sampling of
war-affected people across several Western countries.
OBJECTIVES: To assess current prevalence rates of mental
disorders in an adult population who were directly exposed to
war in the Balkans and who still live in the area of conflict, and
to identify factors associated with the occurrence of different
types of mental disorders. DESIGN, SETTING, AND
PARTICIPANTS: War-affected community samples in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, the Republic of Macedonia,
and Serbia were recruited through a random-walk technique.
MAIN OUTCOME MEASURE: Prevalence rates of mood,
anxiety, and substance use disorders were assessed using the
Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview. RESULTS:
Between 637 and 727 interviewees were assessed in each
country (N =3313). The prevalence rates were 15.6% to 41.8%
for anxiety disorders, 12.1% to 47.6% for mood disorders, and
0.6% to 9.0% for substance use disorders. In multivariable
analyses across countries, older age, female sex, having more
potentially traumatic experiences during and after the war, and
unemployment were associated with higher rates of mood and
anxiety disorders. In addition, mood disorders were correlated
with lower educational level and having more potentially
traumatic experiences before the war. Male sex and not living
with a partner were the only factors associated with higher rates
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of substance use disorders. Most of these associations did not
significantly differ among countries. CONCLUSIONS: Several
years after the end of the war, the prevalence rates of mental
disorders among war-affected people vary across countries
but are generally high. War experiences appear to be linked to
anxiety and mood disorders but not substance use disorders.
Long-term policies to meet the mental health needs of war-
affected populations are required. PMID: 20439833

Priebe S, Bogic M, Ashcroft R, Franciskovic T, Galeazzi
GM, Kucukalic A, Lecic-Tosevski D, Morina N, Popovski M,
Roughton M, Schützwohl M, Ajdukovic D. Experience of
human rights violations and subsequent mental disorders
- a study following the war in the Balkans. Soc Sci Med.
2010 Dec;71(12):2170-7. Epub 2010 Oct 30.

Barts’ and the London School of Medicine and Dentistry,
Queen Mary University of  London, UK. s.priebe@qmul.ac.uk

War experiences are associated with substantially increased
rates of mental disorders, particularly Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) and Major Depression (MD). There is limited
evidence on what type of war experiences have particularly
strong associations with subsequent mental disorders. Our
objective was to investigate the association of violations of
human rights, as indicated in the 4th Geneva Convention, and
other stressful war experiences with rates of PTSD and MD and
symptom levels of intrusion, avoidance and hyperarousal. In
2005/6, human rights violations and other war experiences,
PTSD, post-traumatic stress symptoms and MD were assessed
in war affected community samples in five Balkan countries
(Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, and Serbia)
and refugees in three Western European countries (Germany,
Italy, United Kingdom). The main outcome measures were the
MINI International Neuropsychiatric Interview and the Impact
of Event Scale-Revised. In total 3313 participants in the
Balkans  and 854 refugees were assessed. Participants reported
on average 2.3 rights violations and 2.3 other stressful war
experiences. 22.8% of the participants were diagnosed with
current PTSD and also 22.8% had MD. Most war experiences
significantly increased the risk for both PTSD and MD. When
the number of rights violations and other stressful experiences
were considered in one model, both were significantly associated
with higher risks for PTSD and were significantly associated
with higher levels of intrusion, avoidance and hyperarousal.
However, only the number of violations, and not of other
stressful experiences, significantly increased the risk for MD.
We conclude that different types of war experiences are
associated with increased prevalence rates of PTSD and MD
more than 5 years later. As compared to other stressful
experiences, the experience of human rights violations similarly
increases the risk of PTSD, but appears more important for
MD. PMID: 21041008

Prodanovska-Stojcevska V, Isjanovska R, Popova-Ramova

E. Knowledge of HCV infection among nursing students of
the Medical College of Bitola. Arh Hig Rada Toksikol. 2010
Jun 1;61(2):197-201.

Medical College, University St. Kliment Ohridski, Bitola,
Macedonia. prodanovska@yahoo.com

Healthcare workers are at risk of occupationally-acquired viral
infections such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
hepatitis B (HBV), and hepatitis C (HCV). HCV is parenterally
transmitted and has been found in every part of the world. This
cross-sectional study was conducted to establish the awareness
and attitude about HCV infections among 210 full-time and
part-time nursing students of the Medical College in Bitola,
Macedonia from May to June 2009. For this purpose we used
a self-administered questionnaire which consisted of three
parts. The first included demographic data, the second included
questions about causes of infection, mode of transmission,
symptoms, acute and chronic hepatitis, and prevention, and
the third questions about students’ attitude toward patients with
suspect or confirmed HCV infection. Full-time students showed
higher HCV awareness (84 %) than part-time students (69 %).
58 % of the full-time and 79 % of the part-time students said
they would not avoid professional contact with suspect or HCV
infected patients. Our study has shown that even though both
groups of students have a sufficient knowledge about HCV to
face future challenges, they need further education on the
subject. Practical recommendations would help to reduce
stigmatising behaviour still further. PMID: 20587394

Ristovska G, Gjorgjev D, Polozhani A, Kocubovski M,
Kendrovski V. Environmental noise and annoyance in
adult population of Skopje: a cross-sectional study. Arh
Hig Rada Toksikol. 2009 Sep;60(3):349-55.

Institute of Public Health, Medical Faculty, University Sts. Cyril
and Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia.

The aim of this study was to identify noise exposure indicators
during day and night in the city of Skopje and to see if there is
an association between these noise exposure indicators and
annoyance. We have performed noise measurements and
interviewed 510 adult subjects, using a questionnaire, prepared
according to the ISO/TS-15666 standard. Average noise level
over the day (Lday) was (62+/-6.45) dB(A) and over night
(Lnight) (56+/-6.52) dB(A). Thirteen percent of subjects reported
a high level, and 33.5% moderate level of annoyance. The
most annoying noise sources were construction activities (34%
of the subjects), road traffic (24%), and leisure/entertainment
activities (18%). We found a significant association between
exposure to Lday in the range 61 dB(A) to 65 dB(A) and
annoyance in the exposed population (chi-square = 86.14;
p<0.001; Spearman’s R=0.45; p<0.05). During the night time
annoyance was reported with exposure to Lnight above 46
dB(A). Levels of annoyance in Macedonia are similar to levels
in developed European countries. Differences are in the source
of noise. This study has shown that environmental noise is a
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significant hazard in urban environments, and assessment of
annoyance may prove a useful tool for town planners and
public health policy makers. PMID: 19789165

Rogan N, Serafimovski T, Dolenec M, Tasev G, Dolenec T.
Heavy metal contamination of paddy soils and rice (Oryza
sativa L.) from Kocani Field (Macedonia). Environ Geochem
Health. 2009 Aug;31(4):439-51. Epub 2008 Sep 7.

Department of Geology, Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Engineering, University of Ljubljana, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia.

This research focuses on the heavy metal contamination of the
paddy soils and rice from Kocani Field (eastern Macedonia)
resulting from irrigation by riverine water impacted by past and
present base-metal mining activities and acid mine drainage.
Very high concentrations of As, Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn were found
in the paddy soils (47.6, 6.4, 99, 983 and 1,245 microg g(-1))
and the rice (0.53, 0.31, 5.8, 0.5 and 67 microg g(-1)) in the
western part of Kocani Field, close to the Zletovska River,
which drains the mining facilities of the Pb-Zn mine in Zletovo.
In terms of health risk, the observed highest concentrations of
these elements in the rice could have an effect on human
health and should be the subject of further investigations.
PMID: 18777118

Samardziski M, Zafiroski G, Tolevska C, Konstadinova-
Kunovska S, Vasilevska V. Parosteal osteosarcoma. Bratisl
Lek Listy. 2009;110(4):240-4.

University Clinic for Orthopedic Surgery, University “St. Cyril
and Methodius”, Skopje, Macedonia.
milan_samardziski@yahoo.com

In this retrospective clinical study, 6 cases of osteosarcoma of
the bone have been analyzed. Five patients were with parosteal
osteosarcoma and one with periosteal osteosarcoma. The
study was performed at the Clinic for Orthopaedic Surgery in
Skopje, Macedonia, from 1995 to 2005. This tumor represents
1.5% of all primary bone tumors treated at the Clinic in the 11
year period. The age of the 6 patients (2 female and 4 male)
ranged from 8 to 39 years (average 23.8). The history analysis
of the patients showed misinterpreted diagnosis in 50% of the
cases, with 83.3% rate of local recurrence, 33.3% of metastases
and 33.3% of mortality. Follow-up varied from 11 months to 9
years (average 4.5). The clinical and histopathological findings
(identical with those reviewed in the literature) confirmed
occurrence of two biologically different types of parosteal
osteosarcoma: predominant type is originally “benign” but has
a definite malignant potential, causing metastases after long
symptom-free interval. The other type is highly malignant from
the beginning. More radical surgery is recommended for the
latter category of tumors, followed by chemotherapy.
Compartmental, radical “en bloc” resection, followed by regular
review of the patients, is recommended for the former (Tab. 1,
Fig. 3, Ref. 20). Full Text (Free, PDF) www.bmj.sk. PMID:

19507652

Schrader WF, Schargus M, Schneider E, Josifova T. Risks
and sequelae of scleral perforation during peribulbar or
retrobulbar anesthesia. J Cataract Refract Surg. 2010
Jun;36(6):885-9.

Department of Ophthalmology, University of Würzburg,
Würzburg, Germany. mail@drwschrader.de

Comment in J Cataract Refract Surg. 2010 Jun;36(6):879-80.

PURPOSE: To assess the risk for and circumstances of
serious complications during peribulbar and retrobulbar
anesthesia. SETTING: University eye departments, Freiburg
and Würzburg, Germany, and Skopje, Macedonia. METHODS:
This retrospective analysis comprised patients who received
secondary care for complications of inadvertent globe
perforation during peribulbar or retrobulbar injections over a
17-year period. RESULTS: The review identified 9 inadvertent
globe perforations that led to a variety of complications, ranging
from subretinal hemorrhage to a globe rupture.  Two cases
were minor (subretinal hemorrhage with spontaneous resorption
and retinal break requiring photocoagulation). All other cases
required 1 or more vitrectomies to resolve intraocular
hemorrhage and retinal detachment. Most cases still had
significant functional impairment after treatment. Two of the 9
eyes regained reading ability, 1 eye maintained no light
perception acuity, and 6 eyes had ambulatory vision only.
CONCLUSIONS: Although perforation is a rare complication of
peribulbar anesthesia in normal eyes, the severity of
complications in this study point to the importance of giving all
patients, not only those with risk factors (eg, myopia, scar
formation), detailed information about the possible risks and
complications of peribulbar injections compared with those of
other methods such as topical anesthesia and general
anesthesia. PMID: 20494757

Shishovska M, Trajkovska V. HPLC-method for
determination of permethrin enantiomers using chiral
beta-cyclodextrin-based stationary phase. Chirality. 2010
May 15;22(5):527-33.

Department for Medicines Quality Control, Republic Institute
for Health Protection, 1000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
mzivas@yahoo.com

The liquid chromatographic separation of permethrin
enantiomers on chiral beta-cyclodextrin-based stationary phase
has been investigated. All four enantiomers are obtained by
using simple methanol and water mobile phase, under gradient
mode. The method was optimized and validated. The
relationship between temperature and chromatographic
parameters: k’ (capacity factor), alpha (separation factor) and
Rs (resolution factor) was studied. Van’t Hoff’s curves for each
enantiomer were plotted for temperature range 288-318 K. It
was noticed  that the response factor ratio of permethrin
isomers differ and calculated value is found to be 1.66 (cis/
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trans, for n = 5). This method has been used for determining
permethrin enantiomer ratio for a few samples of working
standards and one formulation. PMID: 19885818

Shishovska MA, Trajkovska VP, Stefova MT. A simple
HPLC method for determination of permethrin residues in
wine. J Environ Sci Health B. 2010 Oct;45(7):694-701.

Department for Medicines Quality Control, Institute for Public
Health of the Republic of Macedonia, Skopje, Republic of
Macedonia.

An isocratic High Performance Liquid Chromatographic (HPLC)
method was optimized for 3-phenoxybenzyl (1RS)-cis-trans-3-
(2,2-dichlorovinyl)-2,2-dimethyl-cyclopropanecarboxylate
(permethrin) residues identification and quantification in wine
matrix. Analytical reverse phase (RP) C-18 column was used
(25 cm × 4 mm i.d., 5 ì m) with mobile phase consisting of
acetonitrile and water in ratio 70 %/30 % (vv(-1)), flow-rate 2.0
mL min(-1), UV-detection at 215 nm and controlled oven
temperature at 25°C. The peaks of isomers were identified with
the retention times as compared to standard cis-/trans- mixture
and confirmed with characteristic spectra using photodiode
array detector. Under these conditions, permethrin isomers
were well separated with resolution 2.8 and no interference
with the naturally present wine compounds was observed. The
method was validated  for linearity, precision, accuracy, limit of
detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ). Linear
regression analysis data proved a good linear relationship
(correlation coefficients, r(2), for cis- and trans-isomer are:
0.9995 and 0.9997, respectively) between response of the
detector and concentration of permethrin isomers over a wide
concentration range for both isomers (0.55 mg L(-1) -4.40 mg
L(-1)). Experimental data showed mean recoveries between
93.95% and 96.58% with RSD values in range: 0.89% -3.69%.
The effect of ethanol content in the solvent on permethrin
isomers peak areas was also studied and 60% v v(-1) ethanol
was found to be optimal for sample preparation. The method
was successfully tested on 20 commercial wine samples from
the market in which no permethrin was detected. Thus, it was
proved that it is suitable for routine permethrin residues analysis.
The proposed method is suitable for routine analysis because
of the simple sample preparation, acceptable run-time, low
cost  and its applicability with conventional instruments. PMID:
20845181

Sikoparija B, Smith M, Skj¸th CA, Radisiã P, Milkovska S,
Simiã S, Brandt J. The Pannonian plain as a source of
Ambrosia pollen in the Balkans. Int J Biometeorol. 2009
May;53(3):263-72. Epub 2009 Feb 18.

Laboratory for Palynology, Department of Biology and Ecology,
Faculty of Sciences University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad, Serbia.
nspolen@yahoo.com

This study aims to find likely sources of Ambrosia pollen

recorded during 2007 at five pollen-monitoring sites in central
Europe: Novi Sad, Ruma, Negotin and Nis (Serbia) and Skopje
(Macedonia). Ambrosia plants start flowering early in the
morning and so Ambrosia pollen grains recorded during the
day are likely to be from a local source. Conversely, Ambrosia
pollen grains recorded at night or very early in the morning may
have arrived via long-range transport. Ambrosia pollen counts
were analysed in an attempt to find possible sources of the
pollen and to identify Ambrosia pollen episodes suitable for
further investigation using back-trajectory analysis. Diurnal
variations and the magnitude of Ambrosia pollen counts during
the 2007 Ambrosia pollen season showed that Novi Sad and
Ruma (Pannonian Plain) and to a lesser degree Negotin
(Balkans) were located near to sources of Ambrosia pollen.
Mean bi-hourly Ambrosia pollen concentrations peaked during
the middle of the day, and concentrations at these sites were
notably higher than at Nis and Skopje. Three episodes were
selected for further analysis using back-trajectory analysis.
Back-trajectories showed that air masses brought Ambrosia
pollen from the north to Nis and, on one occasion, to Skopje
(Balkans) during the night and early morning after passing to
the east of Novi Sad and Ruma during the previous day. The
results of this study identified the southern part of the Pannonian
Plain around Novi Sad and Ruma as being a potential source
region for Ambrosia pollen recorded at Nis and Skopje in the
Balkans. PMID: 19224251

Spasovski G, Beck BB, Blau N, Hoppe B, Tasic V. Late
diagnosis of primary hyperoxaluria after failed kidney
transplantation. Int Urol Nephrol. 2010 Sep;42(3):825-9.
Epub 2009 Dec 18.

University Department of Nephrology, Medical Faculty,
University of Skopje, Vodnjanska 17, 1000 Skopje, Macedonia.
gspas@sonet.com.mk

Primary hyperoxaluria type 1 (PH1) is a rare autosomal recessive
inborn error of the glyoxylate metabolism that is based on
absence, deficiency or mislocalization of the liver-specific
peroxisomal enzyme alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase.
Hyperoxaluria leads to recurrent formation of calculi and/or
nephrocalcinosis and often early end-stage renal disease
(ESRD) accompanied by systemic calcium oxalate crystal
deposition. In this report, we describe an adult female patient
with only one stone passage before development of ESRD.
With unknown diagnosis of PH, the patient received an isolated
kidney graft and developed an early onset of graft failure.
Although initially presumed as an acute rejection, the biopsy
revealed calcium oxalate crystals, which then raised a suspicion
of primary hyperoxaluria. The diagnosis was later confirmed by
hyperoxaluria, elevated plasma oxalate levels and mutation of
the AGXT gene, showing the patient to be compound
heterozygous for the c.33_34InsC and c.508G > A mutations.
Plasma oxalate levels did not decrease after high-dose
pyridoxine treatment. Based on this case report, we would
recommend in all patients even with a minor history of
nephrolithiasis but progression to chronic renal failure to exclude
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primary hyperoxaluria before isolated kidney transplantation is
considered. PMID: 20020206

Spasovski G, Masin-Spasovska J, Gjurchinov D. Successful
treatment of severe secondary hyperparathyroidsm (Brown
tumor) by kidney transplantation and pulses of oral
calcitriol. Clin Transplant. 2009 Jun-Jul;23(3):426-30.

Departments of Nephrology, University Clinical Center, Skopje,
Macedonia. gspas@sonet.com.mk

Brown tumor is an extreme form of severe hyperparathyroid
bone disease in end-stage renal disease patients. The evolution
of the tumor after renal transplantation and under conservative
treatment is still unclear. Herein, we report a 22-yr-old girl with
parathyroid glandular hyperplasia because of an inadequate
compliance and control of the mineral metabolism and
subsequently developed Brown tumor of the ribs. A gradual
improvement in bone and parathyroid gland status was observed
within three yr following successful kidney transplantation and
treatment with pulses of oral calcitriol. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first case of such severe secondary
hyperparathyroidism with successful conservative treatment in
the setting of kidney transplantation with no evidence of vascular
calcifications and graft failure. PMID: 19537305

Spasovski G, Massy Z, Vanholder R. Phosphate metabolism
in chronic kidney disease: from pathophysiology to clinical
management. Semin Dial. 2009 Jul-Aug;22(4):357-62.

Department of Nephrology, Medical Faculty, University of
Skopje, Skopje, Macedonia. gspas@sonet.com.mk

Hyperphosphatemia is considered as an independent risk
factor for surrogate clinical endpoints like vascular calcification
(VC) and bone disease, or hard clinical outcomes like
cardiovascular events. To date, various treatment options for
phosphate removal or reduction are available. The great
expectations put into calcium-based phosphate binders were
mitigated because of their possible contribution to progressive
VC, particularly in patients treated simultaneously with active
vitamin D derivatives. Thus, a paradigm change occurred
whereby the main clinical concern shifted from the avoidance
of hypocalcemia to that of the consequences of inducting a
positive calcium balance. Sevelamer-HCl treatment allowed a
comparable control of hyperphosphatemia with a lower risk of
hypercalcemia than calcium-based phosphate binders, and a
slower progression of VC; however, convincing evidence of
improved clinical outcomes in dialysis patients is lacking.
Although data on the safety and efficacy of lanthanum carbonate
in the treatment of hyperphosphatemia have been provided in
long-term clinical studies, there is still an ongoing scientific
debate about its possible long-term toxicity. Moreover, there
are no data from randomized clinical trials demonstrating
beneficial effects of La carbonate treatment on VC or
cardiovascular outcomes. In the absence of convincing clinical

trials testing the effects of non-metal-based phosphate binders
on cardiovascular and global outcomes it appears reasonable
to maintain bone health and mineral homeostasis by mainly
relying on adaptations of standard therapies. Noncalcium,
non-aluminum-based binders might be reserved for patients
with major mineral metabolism abnormalities and a high risk of
VC. PMID: 19708981

Spasovski G. Strategies to manage low-bone turnover.
Nefrologia. 2009;29(4):295-7. doi: 10.3265/
Nefrologia.2009.29.4.5399.en.full.

Department of Nephrology, University of Skopje, R. Macedonia.
gspas@sonet.com.mk

A change in paradigm occurred lately whereby not hypocalcemia
but hypercalcemia and positive calcium balance were
considered negative factors. Namely, the use of calcium-
based binders in combination with vitamin D analogues, has
been shown to lead to an over-suppression of parathyroid
hormone (PTH) and development of low-bone turnover
adynamic bone disease (ABD). The changing prevalence of
various types of bone diseases from a high to low-bone
turnover goes in line with the presence of increased risk for
vascular calcification (VC), morbidity and mortality in the dialysis
population. The attenuation of the previous great expectations
in calcium-based phosphate binders and vitamin D-analogues
entailed a new treatment strategy to preserve bone and vascular
health. Hence, a new evidence for treatment of ABD with
various types of non calcium based binders and low calcium
dialysate is presented. Sevelamer treatment has reduced
calcium concentration and increased PTH levels, resulting in
the improvement of markers of bone turnover, increased bone
formation and improved trabecular architecture, providing a
slower progression of VC. Data on lanthanum beneficial effect
on ABD histology have been demonstrated in long-term clinical
studies. Although there is a slow release of lanthanum from its
bone deposits after discontinuation of the treatment and no
association with aluminium- like bone toxicity, there is still an
ongoing scientific debate about its long-term toxic potential.
Finally, reducing the number of calcium based binders and low
calcium dialysate (1.25 mmol/l) has been reported to have an
impact on the evolution towards markers reflecting higher bone
turnover. Then, adoption of the non calcium-based binders
should be reserved to high risk patients with ABD and
progression of vascular calcifications associated with increased
morbidity and mortality. PMID: 19668299

Spiroski I, Kedev S, Antov S, Trajkov D, Petlichkovski A,
Dzhekova-Stojkova S, Kostovska S, Spiroski M.
Investigation of SERPINE1 genetic polymorphism in
Macedonian patients with occlusive artery disease and
deep vein thrombosis. Kardiol Pol. 2009 Oct;67(10):1088-
94.

Clinic of Cardiology, Faculty of Medicine, Ss. Cyril and Methodius
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University, Blvd. Krste Petkov Misirkov bb, 1000 Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. ispiroski@gmail.com

BACKGROUND: Raised SERPINE1 plasma levels are related
to a 1-bp guanine deletion/insertion (4G5G) polymorphism in
the promoter of the SERPINE1 (plasminogen activator inhibitor
1 - PAI1) gene. Evidence suggested that the plasma levels of
SERPINE1 modulate the risk of coronary artery disease;
furthermore, that the 4G5G polymorphism affects the expression
of the SERPINE1 gene. AIM: To analyse association of
SERPINE1 polymorphism with occlusive artery disease (OAD)
and deep venous thrombosis (DVT) in Macedonians in order to
investigate its role as a part of candidate genes in different
vascular diseases in Macedonians. METHODS: Investigated
groups consisted of 82 healthy patients, 75 with OAD, and 66
with DVT. Blood samples were collected after written informed
consent was obtained, and DNA was isolated from peripheral
blood leukocytes. Identification of SERPINE1 polymorphism
was done with CVD StripAssay (ViennaLab, Labordiagnostica
GmbH, Austria). The population genetics analysis package,
PyPop, was used for analysis of the SERPINE1 data. Pearson’s
P-values, crude odds ratio and Wald’s 95% CI were calculated
with Bonferroni corrected p value. RESULTS: The frequency of
4G allele for SERPINE1 was 0.538 for DVT, 0.555 for healthy
participants, and 0.607 for OAD. The frequency of 5G allele for
SERPINE1 was the smallest in patients with OAD (0.393) and
was higher in healthy participants (0.445), and patients with
DVT (0.462). Test of neutrality (Fnd) showed negative value,
but was significantly different from 0 for SERPINE1 in healthy
participants (p of F = 0.041) and in patients with DVT (p of F =
0.030).  SERPINE1 genotypes in healthy participants and
patients with OAD were not in Hardy Weinberg proportions (p
= 0.019 and 0.001, respectively). No association between
SERPINE1 polymorphisms and OAD or DVT was found.
CONCLUSION: There is no significant relationship between
SERPINE1 polymorphisms and occlusive artery disease or
deep venous thrombosis in Macedonian population. PMID:
20017074

Spiroski M, Trajkovski V, Trajkov D, Petlichkovski A,
Efinska-Mladenovska O, Hristomanova S, Djulejic E,
Paneva M, Bozhikov J. Family analysis of immunoglobulin
classes and subclasses in children with autistic disorder.
Bosn J Basic Med Sci. 2009 Nov;9(4):283-9.

Institute of Immunobiology and Human Genetics, Faculty of
Medicine, 1109 Skopje, PO Box 60, Macedonia.

Autistic disorder is a severe neurodevelopment disorder
characterized by a triad of impairments in reciprocal social
interaction, verbal and nonverbal communication, and a pattern
of repetitive stereotyped activities, behaviours and interests.
There are strong lines of evidence to suggest that the immune
system plays an important role in the pathogenesis of autistic
disorder. The aim of this study was to analyze quantitative
plasma concentration of immunoglobulin classes, and
subclasses in autistic patients and their families. The

investigation was performed retrospectively in 50 persons with
autistic disorder in the Republic of Macedonia. Infantile autistic
disorder was diagnosed by DSM-IV and ICD-10 criteria. Plasma
immunoglobulin classes (IgM, IgA, and IgG) and subclasses
(IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4) were determined using
Nephelometer Analyzer BN-100. Multiple comparisons for the
IgA variable have shown statistically significant differences
between three pairs: male autistic from the fathers (p = 0,001),
female autistic from the mothers (p = 0,008), as well as healthy
sisters from the fathers (p = 0,011). Statistically significant
differences found between three groups regarding autistic
disorder (person with autistic disorder, father/mother of a
person with autistic disorder, and brother/sister) independent
of sex belongs to IgA, IgG2, and IgG3 variables. Multiple
comparisons for the IgA variable have shown statistically
significant differences between children with autistic disorder
from the fathers and mothers (p < 0,001), and healthy brothers
and sisters from the fathers and mothers (p < 0,001). Comparison
between healthy children and children with autistic disorder
from the same family should be tested for immunoglobulin
classes and subclasses in order to avoid differences between
generations. PMID: 20001993

Stafilov T, Aliu M, Sajn R. Arsenic in surface soils affected
by mining and metallurgical processing in K. Mitrovica
region, Kosovo. Int J Environ Res Public Health. 2010
Nov;7(11):4050-61. Epub 2010 Nov 18.

Institute of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Sts. Cyril and
Methodius University, POB 162, 1001 Skopje, Macedonia.
trajcest@pmf.ukim.mk

The results of a study on the spatial distribution of arsenic in
topsoil (0-5 cm) over the K. Mitrovica region, Kosovo, are
reported. The investigated region (300 km(2)) was covered by
a sampling grid of 1.4 km × 1.4 km. In total, 159 soil samples
were collected from 149 locations. Inductively coupled plasma-
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was applied for the determination
of arsenic levels. It was found that the average content of
arsenic in the topsoil for the entire study area was 30 mg/kg
(from 2.1 to 3,900 mg/kg) which exceeds the estimated
European arsenic average in topsoil by a factor of 4.3. Contents
of arsenic in the topsoil exceeded the optimum value
recommended by the new Dutchlist (29 mg/kg As) in 124
km(2). The action value (55 mg/kg As) was exceeded in 64
km(2), with the average content of 105 mg/kg (from 55 to 3,900
mg/kg As). PMCID: PMC2996224; PMID: 21139876

Stafilov T, Sajn R, Pancevski Z, Boev B, Frontasyeva MV,
Strelkova LP. Heavy metal contamination of topsoils around
a lead and zinc smelter in the Republic of Macedonia. J
Hazard Mater. 2010 Mar 15;175(1-3):896-914. Epub 2009
Oct 31.

Institute of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Sts. Cyril and
Methodius University, P.O. Box 162, 1001 Skopje, Republic of
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Macedonia. trajcest@pmf.ukim.mk

The results of a first systematic study of spatial distribution of
different elements in surface soil over the Veles region (50
km(2)) known for its lead and zinc industrial activity in the recent
past are reported. A total of 201 soil samples were collected
according to a dense net in urban area and less dense net in
rural area. The total of 42 elements were analyzed by epithermal
neutron activation analysis (ENAA) and by atomic absorption
spectrometry (AAS). The content of elements such as As, Au,
Cd, Cu, Hg, In, Pb, Sb, Se, Zn in soil samples around the lead
and zinc smelter and in the adjacent part of the town of Veles
has appeared to be much higher than in those collected in the
surrounding areas due to the pollution from the plant. Thus, the
content of Cd (three times); Pb and Zn (two times) is even
higher than the corresponding intervention (critical) values
according to the Dutch standards. The results obtained by two
complementary analytical techniques, AAS and ENAA, are
discussed in terms of multivariate statistics. GIS technology
was applied to depict the areas most affected by contamination
from the lead and zinc smelter. PMID: 19944530

Stankov O, Ivanovski O, Popov Z. Artificial penile bodies-
from kama sutra to modern times. J Sex Med. 2009
Jun;6(6):1543-8. Epub 2009 Mar 17.

University Clinic of Urology, University “Ss Cyril and Methodius”,
Skopje, Macedonia.

INTRODUCTION: Artificial penile nodules are defined as inert
objects inserted beneath the skin of the penis to enhance the
pleasure of female/male sexual partners during intercourse.
AIM: The aim of this article is to present our experience in
dealing with artificial penile bodies. We have also reviewed the
pertinent literature focusing on social, motivational, and
occupational characteristics of individuals adopting this sexual
practice, diagnostic dilemmas and the surgical and health side
effects of the implantation of artificial penile nodules. METHODS:
We performed a computerized MEDLINE search followed by a
manual bibliographic review of cross-references. These reports
were analyzed and the important findings summarized.
RESULTS: The phenomenon of inserting self-made artificial
nodules beneath the skin of the penis was first described in the
Kama Sutra, the classic Indian treatise on love. It is most
commonly observed among men from Southeast Asia. The
occurrence is much less common in western cultures, but it has
been reported to occur in Romania, Germany, and among
Fijians and Russian immigrants in Israel. Furthermore, four
cases of self-inserted artificial penile bodies from our clinical
practice are presented and discussed. CONCLUSIONS: The
most common motive associated with foreign artificial bodies
on the penis is sexual or erotic in nature and that is to enhance
the pleasure of female or male sexual partners during sexual
intercourse. Most of the reports involve members of low
economic groups like gang members, soldiers, drug addicts,
sailors, labor workers, and prisoners. Men suffer no serious
side effects after insertion, although fixed beads can cause

rupture of condoms. For women, the beads can cause abrasions
and a few days of postcoital vaginal pain. Penis implants and
inserts and other penis augmentation devices are potentially
dangerous to both men and women, and of questionable value
in bringing pleasure to either, and should be discouraged.
PMID: 19473473

Stefanovic V, Polenakovic M. Fifty years of research in
Balkan endemic nephropathy: where are we now? Nephron
Clin Pract. 2009;112(2):c51-6. Epub 2009 Apr 18.

Faculty of Medicine, Nis, Serbia; Macedonian Academy of
Science and Arts, Skopje, Macedonia. stefan@ni.ac.yu

Despite broad investigations into the possible role of genetic
factors, environmental agents and immune mechanisms, the
etiology of Balkan endemic nephropathy (BEN) is only partially
understood. An increased incidence of upper urothelial cancer
in patients with BEN and in populations from endemic
settlements has been demonstrated. Genetic studies have
landed support for genetic predisposition to BEN. The similarity
of the morphological and clinical pattern of BEN and Chinese
herbs nephropathy has raised the possibility of a common
etiologic agent, aristolochic acid (AA), described in 1969 by Ivic
and confirmed by a recent study of AA-DNA adducts. Ochratoxin
A (OTA) is studied extensively as the etiologic agent of BEN.
Weathering of low-rank coals nearby the endemic villages
produces water-soluble polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and
aromatic amines, similar to metabolic products of
acetaminophen, which has a causal relationship with analgesic
nephropathy. AA is confirmed as the etiologic agent of BEN;
however, it may not be the sole risk factor. More research is
needed on the patterns of BEN over time and between different
endemic places. Therefore, it is important to test etiological
hypotheses in different endemic foci, preferably as a multicentric
research. An international approach to solving the etiology of
BEN is needed in the coming years. The geographic correlation
and presence of AA-DNA adducts in both BEN and associated
urothelial cancer support the hypothesis that these diseases
share a common etiology. PMID: 19390202

Stefanovska E, Nakova M, Radojkova-Nikolovska V,
Ristoska S. Tooth-brushing intervention programme
among children with mental handicap. Bratisl Lek Listy.
2010;111(5):299-302.

Department of Oral Pathology and Periodontology, Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. emistefanovska@yahoo.com

AIM AND METHODS: For realizing our study the supervised
tooth-brushing program was carried out among 100
schoolchildren at the age of 9-12 and 13-16 years with low and
moderate mental handicap in Skopje. To evaluate the results
of six months intervention program, concentrated on
encouragement of independent manual skills, OHI levels were
detected by Green-Vermillion and CPITN index levels to
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characterize the gingival and periodontal health. RESULTS:
For comparative analyzes of date-base OHI levels and after six
months of intervention program, we detected that the mean
date-base OHI index level for mentally handicaped children are
2.46, and at the end of the program (after six months) it was
0.73. CPITN index levels at the beginning and after six months
of intervention programmed for mentally handicaped children
in both age groups, also confirmed r statistical significance for
this examined parameter, with evident reduction of CPITN
mean levels from 2.11 to 0.95. Correlation among date-base
OHI levels and levels at the end of our intervention program
means high positive correlation between these index levels at
the beginningand final examinations. CONCLUSION: This
program gave promising results and was effective in reducing
the plaque and gingivitis scores, so the key to long-term
success of the program is to maintain the subjects’ motivation
to make oral hygiene a part of their daily routine and thus
sustain this improvement (Tab. 1, Fig. 4, Ref. 12). Full Text
(Free, PDF) www.bmj.sk. PMID: 20568423

Stevanovic J, Stanimirovic Z, Radakovic M, Kovacevic SR.
Biogeographic study of the honey bee (Apis mellifera L.)
from Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Republic of
Macedonia based on mitochondrial DNA analyses.
Genetika. 2010 May;46(5):685-91.

Department of Biology, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine,
University of Belgrade, Serbia, 11000 Belgrade.

In this work, Apis mellifera carnica and A. m. macedonica
honey bees from Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Republic
of Macedonia were analysed using molecular techniques in
order to improve our knowledge about biogeography of A.
mellifera on the Balkan peninsula. This is the first time that the
indigenous honey bees from Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Republic of Macedonia have been analyzed using a molecular
approach. Sampling was carried out from 560 stationary apiaries
where bees were kept in traditional hives (woven skeps). The
COI-COII regions of 1680 samples were PCR-amplified and
sequenced. To reveal the haplotype of studied bees, the
obtained sequences were aligned with published sequence
data of haplotypes that belong to A. mellifera C phylogenetic
lineage. The C2D mtDNA haplotype was found in all honey
bees sampled from Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Republic of Macedonia. These results show that A. m. carnica
and A. m. macedonica share the same C2D mtDNA haplotype.
COI gene segments of 1680 samples were PCR-amplified and
digested with restriction enzymes NcoI and StyI in order to
discriminate A. m. macedonica from A. m. carnica. Amplified
fragment patterns produced by both restriction enzymes
matched with diagnostic pattern characteristic for A. m.
macedonica in case of samples from east, south and south-
west parts of Serbia, and Republic of Macedonia, fragments of
samples from northern part of Serbia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina did not include NcoI and StyI restriction sites.
These results indicate that honey bees from east, south and
south-west parts of Serbia, and Republic of Macedonia belong

to the A. m. macedonica, and honey bees from northern part of
Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina belong to another
subspecies, probably to the A. m. carnica. Therefore A. m.
macedonica has much wider area of distribution than it was
previously considered. PMID: 20583605

Stikova E, LaPorte R, Linkov F. Epidemiology of disasters
in the Republic of Macedonia and the Balkan region:
improving public health preparedness. Prehosp Disaster
Med. 2010 May-Jun;25(3):285-6.

No abstract available. PMID: 20586024

Stojceva-Taneva O. Epidemiology of renal replacement
therapy in Macedonia. Bosn J Basic Med Sci. 2010 Apr;10
Suppl 1:S23-8.

University Clinic of Nephrology, Faculty of Medicine Skopje,
Vodnjanska 17, Skopje, Macedonia.

The purpose of the study is to give an overview of end-stage
renal disease (ESRD) and renal replacement therapy (RRT) in
the Republic of Macedonia in a period of 6 years (2002-2007).
Data are collected by questionnaires for individual patients that
are distributed to 18 haemodialysis centres in the country.
Incidence, prevalence, mean and median age, primary renal
disease, established therapy, number of renal transplants per
year and mortality are assessed and elaborated. There is an
increase of incident patients on RRT over the years, from 75.5
in 2002 to 99.5 per million population in 2007, on day 91,
adjusted for age and gender. Mean age of incident patients is
also increasing, from 55.2+/-14.0 at day 91 in 2002, to 57.5+/
-14.2 in 2007. Hypertension and diabetes are increasing and
have become the leading cause of renal failure in incident
patients at day 91, unadjusted, in 2007 (26.8 and 21.4%
respectively). Prevalent counts on RRT are also increasing,
from 559,2 per million population in 2002, adjusted for age and
gender, to 767,4 in 2007. Glomerulonephritis and unknown
cause of renal failure are the leading cause of ESRD in
prevalent patients. Haemodialysis is the predominant RRT
modality in Macedonia either for incident, or prevalent patients,
and is around 90%. The crude death rate on dialysis is
relatively low, 12.5% in 2006. Incidence and prevalence on
RRT are continuously increasing, and hypertension and
diabetes are becoming the leading cause of ESRD. Kidney
transplantation is underrepresented and efforts should be
undertaken for its increase. PMID: 20433426

Stojic N, Eric S, Kuzmanovski I. Prediction of toxicity and
data exploratory analysis of estrogen-active endocrine
disruptors using counter-propagation artificial neural
networks. J Mol Graph Model. 2010 Nov;29(3):450-60.
Epub 2010 Sep 17.

Institut za Hemija, PMF, Univerzitet “Sv. Kiril i Metodij”, PO Box
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In this work, a novel algorithm for optimization of counter-
propagation artificial neural networks has been used for
development of quantitative structure-activity relationships
model for prediction of the estrogenic activity  of endocrine-
disrupting chemicals. The search for the best model was
performed using genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms were
used not only for selection of  the most suitable descriptors for
modeling, but also for automatic adjustment of their relative
importance. Using our recently developed algorithm for
automatic adjustment of the relative importance of the input
variables, we have developed simple models with very good
generalization performances using only few interpretable
descriptors. One of the developed models is in details discussed
in this article. The simplicity of the chosen descriptors and their
relative importance for this model helped us in performing a
detailed data exploratory analysis which gave us an insight in
the structural features required for the activity of the estrogenic
endocrine-disrupting chemicals. PMID: 20952233

Suh GH, Wimo A, Gauthier S, O’Connor D, Ikeda M, Homma
A, Dominguez J, Yang BM; Mental Health Economics Task
Force of the International Psychogeriatric Association.
Collaborators: Suh GH, Allegri R, Arizaga R, O’Connor D,
Withall A, Ames D, Jamieson S, Snowdon J, Auguso de
Mendoca Lima C, Sadavoy J, Gauthier S, Lam LC, Wang H,
Xin Y, Hodoba D, Topinkova E, Nina R, Kivela SL, Cocco E,
Fountoulakis KN, Jyotirmoy S, Shaji KS, Ong PA, Ikeda M,
Homma A, Ryu SH, Yang BM, Krsteska R, Yusoff S, Esteves
VF, Verhey F, Collins C, Ephraim-Oluwanuga O, Baiyewu
O, Dominguez J, Firmino H, Tataru N, Milicevic-Kalasic A,
Li-ling N, Franco M, Asita de Silva H, Wimo A, Yang YJ,
Senanarong V, Eker E, Kakasuija N, Shah A, Luxenberg J.
International price comparisons of Alzheimer’s drugs: a
way to close the affordability gap. Int Psychogeriatr. 2009
Dec;21(6):1116-26. Epub 2009 Sep 8.

Department of Psychiatry, Hallym University College of
Medicine, Seoul, Korea. suhgh@chol.com

BACKGROUND: Alzheimer’s drugs are believed to have limited
availability and to be unaffordable in low- and middle-income
countries compared to high-income countries. The price,
availability and affordability of Alzheimer’s drugs have not been
reported before. METHODS: During 2007 an international
survey was conducted in 21 countries in six continents
(Argentina, Australia, Brazil, the Dominican Republic, France,
India,  Japan, Macedonia, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, the
Philippines, Portugal, Serbia, South Korea, Switzerland, Taiwan,
Thailand, Uganda, the U.K. and the U.S.A.). Prices of
Alzheimer’s drugs were compared using the affordability index
(the total number of units purchasable with one’s daily income)
derived from purchasing power parity (PPP) converted prices
as well as raw prices. RESULTS: Donepezil is available in all
21 countries, whereas the newer drugs are less available. A 5
mg tablet of branded originator donepezil costs just US$0.26

in India and US$0.31 in Mexico, whereas it costs US$6.64 in
the U.S.A. Pricing conditions of rivastigmine, galantamine and
memantine appear to be similar to that of donepezil. The
cheapest branded originators are from India and Mexico.
However, in terms of PPP, Alzheimer’s drugs in other low- and
middle-income countries are much more expensive than in
high-income countries. Most people in low- and middle-income
countries cannot afford Alzheimer’s drugs. CONCLUSIONS:
Alzheimer’s drugs, albeit available, are often unaffordable for
those who need them most. It is hoped that equitable differential
pricing will be applied to Alzheimer’s drugs. PMID: 19735595

Taparcevska J, Markovska L, Koumanova B, Meshko V.
Diffusion models for adsorption kinetics of Zn(2+ ), Cd(2+
) and Pb(2+ ) onto natural zeolite. Water Sci Technol.
2010;62(5):1136-42.

International Balkan University, Samoilova 10, 1000 Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. taparcevskajulija@yahoo.com

The kinetics of zinc, cadmium, and lead ions removal by natural
zeolite-clinoptilolite has been investigated using an agitated
batch adsorber. Batch experiments at constant temperature
have been performed. The influence of agitation speed, initial
heavy metals concentration and particle size of the sorbent on
the removal efficiency of heavy metals from liquid phase have
been studied. A decrease in the initial heavy metals
concentration in aqueous solutions prolongs the time needed
for equilibrium. Two kinetics models according to the
Vermeulen’s approximation and the parabolic diffusion model
have been tested with the experimental data for adsorption of
heavy metals onto natural zeolite. For the systems examined,
the fit of the proposed models with the experimental data was
shown to be equally good using both models. The diffusion
coefficients are calculated from kinetic models of heavy metal
ions and they are of the order from 10(-5) to 10(-6) cm(2)/min.
The diffusion coefficients depend on initial concentration for
both models. PMID: 20818056

Taravari A, Traubner P, Gortha S, Petrov I, Petrova V,
Ismajli-Marku M. Clinical, neurophysiologic,
neuropsychological findings and short genetic analysis in
patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease. Bratisl Lek
Listy. 2010;111(3):156-9.

Public Health Institution, University Clinic of Neurology, Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. arbentaravari@gmail.com

The aim of this paper is to analyze the results of correlation of
clinical symptoms and their characteristics with the results of
neurophysiologic, neuropsycologic investigations and short
genetic analyses in patients with Idiopathic Parkinson’s disease
(IPD).MATERIAL AND METHODS: The paper is a prospective
and retrospective study of 15 IPD patients and 25 patients with
different forms of parkinsonism. RESULTS: Patients with
idiopathic Parkinson’s disease had all cardinal symptoms
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characteristic for the disease: tremor, rigidity and reduced
postural reflexes in 100%. CONCLUSION: Clinical,
neurophysiologic, neuropsychologic and neuroimaging
methods of investigations showed changes that are nonspecific
in proportions corresponding to those in available literature
(Tab. 3, Fig. 2, Ref. 11). PMID: 20437827

Tasic V, Angjeleska M, Ristoska-Bojkovska N, Petrusevska
G, Gucev Z. Autoimmune thyroiditis in a child with steroid-
dependent nephrotic syndrome. Eur J Pediatr. 2009
Feb;168(2):229-31. Epub 2008 May 7.

Department of Pediatric Nephrology, University Children’s
Hospital, 17 Vodnjanska, 1000 Skopje, Macedonia.
vtasic@freemail.com.mk

Autoimmune thyroiditis is rarely described in association with
nephrotic syndrome. Herein we report a girl who developed
autoimmune thyroiditis insidiously during the course of minimal
change nephrotic syndrome. She was steroid-sensitive, but
developed severe steroid dependency and did not respond to
cyclophosphamide therapy. She went into stable remission
with levamisole. Five months after introduction of levamisole a
mild goiter was found on systematic examination at school.
The diagnosis of autoimmune thyroiditis was established with
typical ultrasound appearance of the thyroid gland along with
significant titers of antithyroid antibodies. It is very unlikely that
levamisole was responsible for thyroiditis because experimental
animal administration of high doses of levamisole inhibited
lymphocyte infiltration of the thyroid. Since levamisole has had
a beneficial effect on the nephrotic syndrome in our patient we
decided to continue the treatment. She has been receiving
levamisole for 3 years, and no adverse effects have been
observed during the treatment period. PMID: 18461358

Tasic V, Lozanovski VJ, Ristoska-Bojkovska N, Sahpazova
E, Gucev Z. Nephrotic syndrome occurring during tiopronin
treatment for cystinuria. Eur J Pediatr. 2011 Feb;170(2):247-
9. Epub 2010 Oct 6.

University Children’s Hospital, Medical School Skopje, 17
Vodnjanska, 1000 Skopje, Macedonia. vtasic2003@gmail.com

Cystinuria is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized
with abnormal tubular reabsorption of cystine and dibasic
amino acids leading to cystine urolithiasis. The classical form
is caused by mutations in the SLC3A1 gene (OMIM 220100).
The cornerstone of the treatment is high hydration and
alkalization of the urine to achieve urine pH between 7.0 and
7.5, at which point, cystine solubility in the urine is optimal.
These measures very often fail, and thus addition of sulfhydryl
agents like penicillamine and tiopronin (mercaptopropionyl
glycine) is recommended. Herein, we report a 3-year-old boy
with cystinuria resulting in recurrent nephrolithiasis requiring
surgery and extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy. Nine months
after introduction of tiopronin, the boy manifested generalized

edema, oliguria, and biochemical indices of nephrotic syndrome.
Tiopronin was withdrawn, and the boy was given only supportive
treatment. Within 10 days, he entered into clinical and
biochemical remission. Pediatricians should be aware of this
adverse effect of tiopronin, and therefore, testing of the urine
with strips or sulfosalicylic acid at least once weekly at home
may be very helpful for early detection of proteinuria. PMID:
20924604

Tasic V, Pota L, Gucev Z. Recurrent urinary tract infections
in an infant with antenatal Bartter syndrome. World J
Pediatr. 2011 Feb;7(1):86-8. Epub 2010 Feb 1.

Department of Pediatric Nephrology, University Children’s
Hospital, Skopje, Macedonia. vtasic2003@gmail.com

BACKGROUND: antenatal variant of Bartter syndrome is
characterized by a history of polyhydramnios, premature birth,
metabolic alkalosis, hypokalemia, polyuria and renal salt
wasting. In this report we present a premature female baby with
antenatal Barter syndrome who had three episodes of urinary
tract infection (UTI), without evidence for congenital anomaly
of the kidneys or urinary tract. METHODS: antenatal Bartter
syndrome was diagnosed according to the standard criteria.
Ultrasound scan and voiding cystourethrography were
performed to exclude congenital anomaly of the kidneys and
urinary tract. RESULTS: the baby presented with early
hyperkalemia and acidosis. The typical biochemical features of
the Bartter syndrome were observed in the second month.
Despite appropriate treatment she had persistent hypercalciuria.
The clinical course was complicated with recurrent episodes of
febrile UTIs. Urinary tract system imaging did not demonstrate
congenital anomalies. She finally died of severe dehydration,
acidosis and renal failure. CONCLUSION: since no congenital
anomaly of the kidneys or urinary tract was demonstrated in our
patient, we believe that severe, persistent hypercalciuria is the
most important risk factor for development of recurrent UTIs.
PMID: 20127218

Trajkov D, Mirkovska-Stojkovikj J, Petlichkovski A, Strezova
A, Efinska-Mladenovska O, Sandevska E, Sibinovska O,
Hristomanova S, Djulejic E, Petrov J, Gogusev J, Spiroski
M. Association of cytokine gene polymorphisms with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in Macedonians.
Iran J Allergy Asthma Immunol. 2009 Mar;8(1):31-42.

Institute of Immunobiology and Human Genetics, University
School of Medicine Ss. Kiril and Metodij, Skopje, Republic of
Macedonia.

The aim of this study was to examine the association of 22
cytokine gene polymorphism in Macedonians with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The sample of the
population comprised of 301 normal respondents and 62
patients with COPD. Cytokine genotyping was performed by
polymerase chain reaction with sequence-specific priming
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(PCR-SSP). Positive (susceptible) association was found
between patient with COPD and IL-1alpha -889/C allele; where
as negative (protective) association among was found for the
following alleles IL-1beta +3962/C; IL-12B -1188/A; IFNgamma
+874/T; IL-2 -330/G; IL-4 -1098/G and IL-4-33/C. We found
positive (susceptible) association between patients with COPD
and following genotypes: IL4 -33/T:T; IFNgamma +874/A:A;
IL-4 -1098/T:T ; IL-1alpha -889/C:C; IL-1beta +3962/C:T; IL-
12B -1188/C:C; IL-4Ralpha +1902/G:G; IL-10 -1082/G:G; IL-2
-330/T:T; IL-4 -590/C:C; and IL-1alpha -889/C:T. Negative
(protective) association between patients with COPD and
following genotypes was found: IFNgamma +874/A:T; IL-4 -33/
C:T; IL-4 -1098/G:T; IL-2 -330/G:T; IL-1beta +3962/C:T; IL-4 -
590/C:T; IL-10 -1082/A:G; and IL-4 -33/C:C. Positive
(susceptible) association between patients with COPD and
following haplotypes was found: IL-4/TCT; IL-10/ATC; and IL-
2/TG, and negative (protective) association was found between
the patients with COPD and haplotypes for: IL-4/TTC; and IL-
4/GCC. It could be concluded that several cytokine
polymorphisms are positively (susceptible), or negatively
(protective) associated with COPD in Macedonians. PMID:
19279357

Trajkov D, Mishevska-Perchinkova S, Karadzova-
Stojanoska A, Petlichkovski A, Strezova A, Spiroski M.
Association of 22 cytokine gene polymorphisms with
rheumatoid arthritis in population of ethnic Macedonians.
Clin Rheumatol. 2009 Nov;28(11):1291-300. Epub 2009
Aug 7.

Institute of Immunobiology and Human Genetics, University
Ss. Kiril and Metodij, 1109, Skopje, P.O. Box 60, Republic of
Macedonia.

To examine the possible role of 22 cytokine gene polymorphisms
in host susceptibility to or protection against RA in Macedonians.
In this study, 301 healthy unrelated individuals and 85 patients
with RA were studied. Cytokine genotyping was performed by
PCR with sequence-specific priming (PCR-SSP) (Heidelberg
kit). Results showed susceptible association for four cytokine
alleles, six cytokine genotypes, one haplotype, and four
combinations of haplotypes, while protective associations were
found for four cytokine alleles, three cytokine genotypes, three
haplotypes, and only one combination of haplotypes. These
results suggest that IL-4 -1098, IL-4 -590, IL-10 -1082, IL-10 -
819, IL-2 -330, IL-6 -174, and TNF-alpha -238 cytokine gene
polymorphisms might be significantly associated and affect
host susceptibility and/or resistance to RA in Macedonians.
PMID: 19662331

Trajkov D, Arsov T, Petlichkovski A, Strezova A, Efinska-
Mladenovska O, Gogusev J, Spiroski M. Distribution of the
22 cytokine gene polymorphisms in healthy Macedonian
population. Bratisl Lek Listy. 2009;110(1):7-17.

Institute of Immunobiology and Human Genetics, Faculty of

Medicine, University St. Kiril and Metodij, Skopje, Republic of
Macedonia.

BACKGROUND: Distribution of cytokine gene polymorphisms
may vary significantly among different ethnic groups, and
eventually contribute to observed differences in disease
frequencies. OBJECTIVES: To genotype 22 cytokine
polymorphisms in the Macedonian population. The Macedonian
population consists of 301 healthy unrelated individuals.
METHODS: Blood samples were collected after written consent,
DNA was isolated from peripheral blood, and 22 polymorphisms
were typed: IL-1alpha -889, IL-1beta -511, IL-1beta +3962, IL-
1R psti1970, IL-1RN mspa11100, IL-4Ralpha +1902, IL-12 -
1188, IFNgamma utr5644, TGF-beta1 cdn10, TGF-beta1
cdn25, TNF-alpha -308, TNF-alpha -238, IL-2 -330, IL-2 +166,
IL-4 -1098, IL-4 -590, IL-4 -33, IL-6 -174, IL-6 565, IL-10 -1082,
IL-10 -819, and IL-10 -592. Cytokine genotyping was performed
by PCR-SSP (Heidelberg kit). The population genetics analysis
package, PyPop, was used for analysis of the cytokine data.
RESULTS: Test of neutrality (Fnd) showed negative value, but
was significantly different from 0 for TGF-beta1 1 cdn10 and
IFNgamma utr5644 (p of F = 0.001, and 0.012 respectively).
Several SNPs (IL-1alpha -889, IL-1beta +3962, IL-2 + 166, IL-
4 -1098, IL-4 -590, IL-4 -33, and IL-10 -592) were not in HWP
(p 0.005). Test of neutrality for cytokine haplotypes (TGF-
beta1, TNFalpha, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, and IL-10) showed significantly
difference from 0 only for IL-2 haplotypes (p=0.020).
CONCLUSION: The results of cytokine polymorphisms in
Macedonian population can be used for anthropological
comparisons, as well as for association studies with different
diseases (Tab. 6, Ref. 34). Full Text (Free, PDF) www. bmj. sk.
PMID: 19408823

Trajkovska S, Mbaye M, Gaye Seye MD, Aaron JJ, Chevreuil
M, Blanchoud H. Toxicological study of pesticides in air
and precipitations of Paris by means of a bioluminescence
method. Anal Bioanal Chem. 2009 Jun;394(4):1099-106.
Epub 2009 Apr 22.

Department of Medical Biochemistry, Medical Faculty, Sv. Ciril
& Metodius University, 50 Divizija 6, 1000, Skopje, Macedonia.

A detailed toxicological study on several pesticides, including
chlorothalonil, cyprodynil, dichlobénil, pendimethaline,
trifluraline, and alpha-endosulfan, present at trace levels in air
and total atmospheric precipitations of Paris is presented. The
pesticides contained in the atmospheric samples, collected
during  sampling campaigns in February-March 2007, are
identified and quantified by a high-performance liquid
chromatographic (HPLC)-UV detection method. The toxicity
measurements are performed by means of the Microtox
bioluminescence method, based on the evaluation of the
bioluminescence inhibition of the Vibrio fischeri marine bacteria
at two exposure times to the pesticide solutions. The specific
toxicity, corresponding to the particular toxicity of the compound
under study and represented by the EC(50) parameter, is
determined for these pesticides. Also, the global toxicity, which
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is the toxicity of all micro-pollutants present in the sample under
study, is estimated for the extracts of air and atmospheric
precipitation (rainwater) samples. The specific toxicities strongly
vary with the nature of the pesticide, the EC(50) parameter
values being comprised between 0.17 and 0.83 mg/mL and
0.15 and 0.66 mg/mL, respectively, for exposure times of 5 and
15 min. The importance of the atmospheric samples’ global
toxicity and the respective contribution of the toxic potency of
the various pesticides contained in these samples are discussed.
PMID: 19387620

Trpevski D, Tang WK, Kocarev L. Model for rumor spreading
over networks. Phys Rev E Stat Nonlin Soft Matter Phys.
2010 May;81(5 Pt 2):056102. Epub 2010 May 4.

Macedonian Academy for Sciences and Arts, Skopje,
Macedonia.

An alternate model for rumor spreading over networks is
suggested, in which two rumors (termed rumor 1 and rumor 2)
with different probabilities of acceptance may propagate among
nodes. The propagation is not symmetric in the sense that
when deciding which rumor to adopt, nodes always consider
rumor 1 first. The model is a natural generalization of the well-
known epidemic SIS (susceptible-infective-susceptible) model
and reduces to it when some of the parameters of this model
are zero. We find that preferred rumor 1 is dominant in  the
network when the degree of nodes is high enough and/or when
the network contains large clustered groups of nodes, expelling
rumor 2. However, numerical simulations on synthetic networks
show that it is possible for rumor 2 to occupy a nonzero fraction
of the nodes in many cases as well. Specifically, in the Watts-
Strogatz small-world model a moderate level of clustering
supports its adoption, while increasing randomness reduces it.
For Erdos-Renyi networks, a low average degree allows the
coexistence of the two types of rumors. In Barabasi-Albert
networks generated with a low m , where m is the number of
links when a new node is added, it is also possible for rumor 2
to spread over the network. PMID: 20866292

Trusov A, Bumgarner R, Valijev R, Chestnova R, Talevski
S, Vragoterova C, Neeley ES. Comparison of Lumin LED
fluorescent attachment, fluorescent microscopy and Ziehl-
Neelsen for AFB diagnosis. Int J Tuberc Lung Dis. 2009
Jul;13(7):836-41.

alexandertrusov@gmail.com

DESIGN: Cross-sectional studies in Russia (n = 502) and
Macedonia (n = 205), with fluorochrome-stained sputum
examined by 1) the new Lumin light emitting diode (LED)
fluorescent attachment on a light microscope, and 2)
conventional fluorescent microscope (CFM) available in each
laboratory, and compared to 3) Ziehl-Neelsen (ZN) restaining/
reading of the same smears. Poor readings of ZN-restained
smears in Russia stimulated a retrospective laboratory registry

analysis for sensitivity and specificity of directly ZN-stained
smears (n = 791) from a previous period. RESULTS: In
Macedonia, the sensitivity of the Lumin and CFM were 87.8%,
and that of restained ZN smears with conventional light
microscope was 78.0%. In Russia, sensitivity was as follows:
Lumin 72.8%, CFM 52.5%; re-stained ZN smears 28.5% and
directly ZN stained smears 55.6%. CONCLUSION:
Fluorescence microscopy is more sensitive than conventional
microscopy. The Lumin attachment to conventional light
microscopes provided results equal to or better than the CFMs.
Smear restaining for ZN showed a 12% advantage for Lumin
and CFM in Macedonia, in line with other meta-analyses.
Restaining for ZN gave poor results in Russia for unknown
reasons. Retrospective analysis of directly ZN-stained smears
showed 55.6% sensitivity compared to the Lumin (72.8%),
which is also in line with the superiority of fluorescent microscopy
reported in literature. PMID: 19555532

Tóth B, Volokha A, Mihas A, Pac M, Bernatowska E,
Kondratenko I, Polyakov A, Erdos M, Pasic S, Bataneant M,
Szaflarska A, Mironska K, Richter D, Stavrik K, Avcin T,
Márton G, Nagy K, Dérfalvi B, Szolnoky M, Kalmár A,
Belevtsev M, Guseva M, Rugina A, Kriván G, Timár L, Nyul
Z, Mosdósi B, Kareva L, Peova S, Chernyshova L, Gherghina
I, Serban M, Conley ME, Notarangelo LD, Smith CI, van
Dongen J, van der Burg M, Maródi L. Genetic and
demographic features of X-linked agammaglobulinemia
in Eastern and Central Europe: a cohort study. Mol
Immunol. 2009 Jun;46(10):2140-6. Epub 2009 May 5.

Department of Infectious and Pediatric Immunology, Medical
and Health Science Center, University of Debrecen, Debrecen,
Hungary.

Primary immunodeficiency disorders are a recognized public
health problem worldwide. The prototype of these conditions is
X-linked agammaglobulinemia (XLA) or Bruton’s disease. XLA
is caused by mutations in Bruton’s tyrosine kinase gene (BTK),
preventing B cell development and resulting in the almost total
absence of serum immunoglobulins. The genetic profile and
prevalence of XLA have not previously been studied in Eastern
and Central European (ECE) countries. We studied the genetic
and demographic features of XLA in Belarus, Croatia Hungary,
Poland, Republic of Macedonia, Romania, Russia, Serbia,
Slovenia, and Ukraine. We collected clinical, immunological,
and genetic information for 122 patients from 109 families. The
BTK gene was sequenced from the genomic DNA of patients
with a high susceptibility to infection, almost no CD19(+)
peripheral blood B cells, and low or undetectable levels of
serum immunoglobulins M, G, and A, compatible with a clinical
and immunological diagnosis of XLA. BTK sequence analysis
revealed 98  different mutations, 46 of which are reported for
the first time here. The mutations included single nucleotide
changes in the coding exons (35 missense and 17 nonsense),
23 splicing defects, 13 small deletions, 7 large deletions, and
3 insertions. The mutations were scattered throughout the BTK
gene and most frequently concerned the SH1 domain; no
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missense mutation was detected in the SH3 domain. The
prevalence of XLA in ECE countries (total population
145,530,870) was found to be 1 per 1,399,000 individuals. This
report provides the first comprehensive overview of the
molecular genetic and demographic features of XLA in Eastern
and Central Europe. PMID: 19419768

V’lckova-Laskoska MT, Caca-Biljanovska NG, Laskoski
DS, Kamberova SJ. Palmoplantar pustulosis treated with
itraconazole: a single, active-arm pilot study. Dermatol
Ther. 2009 Jan-Feb;22(1):85-9.

Department of Dermatology, School of Medicine, University
Sts. Cyrilus and Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia.
lasko@lasko.com.mk

Pustulosis palmoplantaris (PPP; synonyms: pustulosis palmaris
et plantaris, palmoplantar amicrobic pustulosis) is a common
chronic, relapsing, pustular eruption affecting the palms and
soles. The authors report the successful treatment of six
therapy-experienced patients with histologically confirmed PPP
with oral itraconazole (100 mg/day for 1 month, followed by a
month of 100 mg/day every other day). Three of six patients
showed complete clearance of pustules, significant reduction
of erythema, and unnoticeable desquamation, whereas the
other three patients had no new pustules appearing and had
modest reduction of erythema and desquamation. All patients
experienced relapses within a month of therapy cessation. Two
of the three complete responders reinitiated itraconazole therapy
at 100 mg/day for another 2 weeks, followed by a maintenance
dose of 50 mg/day until achieving remission. As complete
responses are not commonly observed in placebo treatments
in placebo-controlled trials for PPP, the authors believe that the
present study shows that itraconazole is an effective treatment
for treatment-resistant PPP. PMID: 19222520

Vasilevska V, Szeimies U, Stäbler A. Magnetic resonance
imaging signs of iliotibial band friction in patients with
isolated medial compartment osteoarthritis of the knee.
Skeletal Radiol. 2009 Sep;38(9):871-5. Epub 2009 May 30.

University Surgical Clinic St. Naum Ohridski, 1000, Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. v_vasilevska@yahoo.com

BACKGROUND: The purpose of this retrospective study was
to assess the frequency of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
signs of iliotibial band friction (ITBF) in patients with advanced
medial compartment knee osteoarthritis. MATERIAL AND
METHODS: Proton density-weighted (PDw) fat-saturated
(fatsat) MR images (1.5 T, slice thickness (SL) 2.5-3 mm, eight-
channel phased array coil) of 128 patients with isolated advanced
osteoarthritis of the medial knee compartment and complete or
subtotal (>80%) loss of cartilage were evaluated. There were
41 men and 87 women. Mean age was 63 years, range 34-89
years. The control group consisted of 94 patients with medial
meniscus degeneration without cartilage loss (56 men and 38

women, mean age 50 years, range 16-89 years). MRI signs of
ITBF were evaluated in both groups [poorly defined
abnormalities of signal intensity and localized fluid collection
lateral, distal or proximal to the lateral epicondyle; signal
intensity abnormalities superficial to or deep by the iliotibial
band (ITB)]. Transverse images were evaluated separately.
Consensus evaluation using all imaging planes was performed.
RESULTS: Of 128 patients with osteoarthritis, 95 had moderate
or advanced MRI signs of ITBF (74.2%). Eighty-nine patients
(69.5%) had advanced degeneration of the meniscus. In the
control group, 26 of 94 patients had only moderate MRI signs
of ITBF. There was a statistically significant difference between
both groups for the presence of MR signs of ITBF (P <or= 0.01).
CONCLUSION: MRI signs of ITBF were frequently present in
patients with severe medial compartment osteoarthritis of the
knee. Joint space narrowing with varus knee deformity may be
a cause of ITBF. PMID: 19484234

Vlaski E, Stavric K, Seckova L, Kimovska M, Isjanovska R.
Do household tobacco smoking habits influence asthma,
rhinitis and eczema among 13-14 year-old adolescents?
Allergol Immunopathol (Madr). 2011 Jan-Feb;39(1):39-44.
Epub 2010 Sep 22.

Department of Pulmonology and Allergology, University
Children’s Hospital, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
vlaskie@sonet.com.mk

BACKGROUND: Although the harmful impact of environmental
tobacco smoke on respiratory health in early childhood is well
known, its effect in adolescence is still ambiguous. This study
aims to examine if parents’ and household tobacco smoking
habits influence asthma, rhinitis and eczema in early
adolescence in The Republic of Macedonia, as a country with
a very high rate of household tobacco smoke exposure despite
the smoking cessation campaign, and low prevalence rates of
asthma, rhinitis and eczema. METHODS: Children aged 13-14
years (n=3026) from randomly selected schools in Skopje, the
capital of Macedonia, completed by themselves the
standardised International Study of Asthma and Allergies in
Childhood (ISAAC) Phase Three written questionnaires on
asthma, rhinitis, eczema and potential environmental risk
factors. Maternal and paternal tobacco smoking habits and the
number of smokers in households were separately correlated
to current and ever-diagnosed asthma, rhinitis and eczema by
odds ratios (OR, 95% CI) with and without adjustments for
potential confounders using binary logistic regression.
RESULTS: The maternal smoking habit was significantly
positively associated only with current night dry cough apart
from chest infection (aOR: 1.26; 1.03-1.54; p=0.026). No
significant association was observed in relation to the other
studied variables with either parental smoking habits or the
number of smokers in the household. CONCLUSION:
Household tobacco smoking habits were not found to have a
significant influence on asthma, rhinitis and eczema in young
adolescents. The established results point out the dominant
influence of maternal smoking on cough as an unspecific
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asthma symptom. PMID: 20864245
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A new lyophilization technique was used for immobilization of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells in hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC)
gels. The suitability of the lyophilized HEC gels to serve as
immobilization matrices for the yeast cells was assessed by
calculating the immobilization efficiency and the cell retention
in three consecutive batches, each in duration of 72 h.
Throughout the repeated batch fermentation, the immobilization
efficiency was almost constant with an average value of 0.92
(12-216 h). The maximum value of cell retention was 0.24 g
immobilized cells/g gel. Both parameters indicated that
lyophilized gels are stable and capable of retaining the
immobilized yeast cells. Showing the yeast cells propagation
within the polymeric matrix, the scanning electron microscope
images also confirmed that the lyophilization technique for
immobilization of S.  cerevisiae cells in the HEC gels was
successful. The activity of the immobilized yeast cells was
demonstrated by their capacity to convert glucose to ethanol.
Ethanol yield of 0.40, 0.43 and 0.30 g ethanol/g glucose
corresponding to 79%, 84% and 60% of the theoretical yield
was attained in the first, second and third batches, respectively.
The cell leakage was less than 10% of the average concentration
of the immobilized cells. PMID: 20512428

Zafirova B, Todorovska L. Anthropometric parameters of
growth and nutritional status in children aged 6 to 7 years
in R. Macedonia. Adv Med Sci. 2009;54(2):289-95.
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PURPOSE: Evaluation of age- and sex-specific differences of
anthropometric parameters that were used as indicators of
growth and nutritional status in children aged 6 and 7 years in
R. Macedonia and their comparison with the WHO and NCHS
reference values. MATERIAL AND METHODS: The study
included 580 children aged 6 to 7 years from different regions
of R. Macedonia. Eighteen anthropometric parameters were
measured using standard equipment and measurement
technique according to the International Biological Programme.
The following nutritional indicators were calculated: BMI, weight-
for-height, weight-for-age and height-for-age. RESULTS: The
majority of anthropometric parameters have shown significant
age- and sex-specific differences in favour of male subjects,
with exception of skin-folds that were apparently higher in
female subjects. Values at the 50th percentile in our male

subjects for the index weight-for-age were 23 kg and 26.95 kg,
respectively, whereas in the female subjects they were 22 kg
and 25 kg, respectively. The index height-for-age corresponding
to the 50th percentile showed higher values in our male
subjects (119.5 cm and 125.55 cm) than in our female subjects
(118 cm and 124.5 cm, respectively). 50th percentile in our
male subjects for BMI was 16.48 kg/m2 and 16.75 kg/m2,
whereas in our female subjects it was 15.98 kg/m2 and 16.25
kg/m2, respectively. CONCLUSIONS: The found values are
recommended to be applied for evaluation of deviations in the
growth and nutritional status in children aged 6 and 7 years
from Macedonian nationality. PMID: 20022859

Zdraveska N, Kostovski A. Epilepsy presenting only with
severe abdominal pain. J Pediatr Neurosci. 2010
Jul;5(2):169-70.
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2009 Oct 2.
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We derive an exact closed-form analytical expression for the
distribution of the cover time for a random walk over an arbitrary
graph. In special case, we derive simplified exact expressions
for the distributions of cover time for a complete graph, a cycle
graph, and a path graph. An accurate approximation for the
cover time distribution, with computational complexity of O(2n),
is also presented. The approximation is numerically tested only
for graphs with n<or=1000 nodes. PMID: 19905268


